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From the Chairman

by Jeremy Dhondy

Steering the EBU

click
link

RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE?
I was playing in a heat of my County
Championship Pairs and on about Round 8 my lefthand opponent, who was dealer, sat there and didn’t
open the bidding. After a while I pointed out that it
was his go and he pointed out that the auction had
gone 1t-Pass-1™ and it was my turn. What I’d
failed to spot was that the evening was so popular
the club owner had run out of bidding boxes and
this table was dependent on oral bidding. That got
me thinking about both my deafness and how our
game has changed and how it will perhaps do so in
the next decade or two. Some will decry this, others
will approve. In the 1970s there were letters to
bridge magazines castigating the authorities for the
introduction of the boxes and suggesting it would
be the end of bridge as we knew it. Other changes
such as screens, instant scoring, alerting and
announcing also got the same initial opposition.
The rise of the personal computer has led to
many changes to our game. I remember playing in
early congresses where there were frequency charts
plastered around the room and the scores would
take not far short of three hours to appear. When a
simultaneous pairs was played in the 1960s it would
take a week for the scores to be calculated and
published. It takes me 25 minutes to drive home
from my club and I would be surprised if the results
weren’t already on the club website by then.

FAST RESULTS
Scoring programs like EBUScore, a table top
scoring machine and a laptop have transformed
scoring, presentation and the timeliness of results.
Most clubs now have a website. There are packages
such as Bridgewebs and Pianola which mean the
webmaster doesn’t have to be an expert and you can
see not only the score but also the hands and
travellers for your session.
In the early days of computer scoring one
congress director was reduced to saying, ‘If you
www.ebu.co.uk

think you have qualified for the final please sit down
in the red section’ This was all because no one had
thought to put a block on the length of surnames
and one pair with the fine names of ‘Shakespeare &
Stechelmacher’ had broken the system as their
names wandered into the bit allowed for scores.
Nowadays, on the corner of many tables will be a
small machine, a Bridgemate or perhaps a tablet
and this will record the scores and at the end of play
you can get a preliminary % and position within
one second. When a club I played in first had a
monitor showing the rolling scores one player
thought it ‘disgusting’ and ‘wrong’ until she realised
that popping out to see the scores allowed her to see
some so-called experts with very low scores at
which point she changed her mind, bought a drink
and enjoyed it all.
Early on with computer-dealt boards someone at
my club cried out, ‘I’ve played this board before this
evening’. Normally one takes this as akin to a
student saying of a Maths textbook ‘Sir, Sir the
answer in the back of the book is wrong’ but it
transpired that Boards 3, 13 and 23 were identical
and so were 4, 14, and 24 etc. These days the
programs have improved.
The computer has introduced us to online bridge
(on Funbridge, BCL and BBO among others) and it
has facilitated watching our top tournaments in
England and overseas. On New Year’s Day there was
a free EBU game on Funbridge and more than 600
people participated. The EBU now runs an online
KO and playing from the comfort of your study or
laptop in the lounge may beat going out on a wet
and cold winter evening. Some will say this robs us
of the social aspect of the game and I can see this
point of view but people are far less willing to travel
a long way to play than once they were.

THOROUGH SHUFFLING
The computer also deals our hands and they are
sometimes accused of making the hands wilder
April 2019 English Bridge
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than they used to be. Perhaps, however, they
represent the real odds defied by poor shuffling. It
used to be said that although the odds of a 3-3 break
was around 35% it was nearer to 45% with
imperfect shuffling. Some players don’t like the
more freaky hands. If we play a match using
computer dealt boards there is the fun of seeing
where you went wrong – or whether the opponents
just got lucky – with the hand records.

WHATEVER NEXT?
Existing technology will improve and become
more reliable and universal. At international level
where, sadly, there have been some high profile
cheating cases the camera will become more
prevalent.
It is alleged that when we had the second
generation of screens for international play (they
went down to the floor whereas Generation 1 were
table top only) it was because one pair had taken to
tapping feet rather than hand signals, but of course,
in the best tradition of Brian Rix farces they kept
tapping the wrong feet!

AN END TO REAL CARDS?
Many changes do take place at top level first. We
may get to a point where we don’t need cards and
perhaps our teams don’t need to travel to exotic
places for international bridge (that would bring a
sigh of contentment from our treasurer). Before
that we may also have table top machines which will
dispense with cards. The EBU held a trial of this at
the Autumn Congress a couple of years ago. At that
point it wasn’t quite ready in some respects and was
also expensive but it will come down in price. This
would mean that dealing machines and special
cards wouldn’t be needed and would save the time
taken to deal.

WAYS TO SAVE THE ‘SIT-OUT’
Perhaps one of the most annoying things in the
club is the sit out (unless it is the last round). It is
bad enough with two board rounds but if the
numbers dictate 3- or 4- board rounds it is
insufferable. One or two clubs (and also EBU
tournaments) have experimented using laptops for
this round where you play against robots. In clubs
you could permit these to be a part of the score – or
not, until players are used to it – but using this (and
Funbridge people will already be used to it) is better
than twiddling your thumbs for 20 minutes or
listening to partner expounding his view on
whether you should play a 5® response to RKCB as
one or four aces instead of nought or three!
r
6
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ACOLytes - Know the Basics

by Sarah Bell

The Strong 2® Opening

click
link

e have looked at weak 2t, 2™ and 2´
openings and at the 2NT opening,
showing 20-22 points and a balanced
hand. That leaves only one two level opening that
we have not discussed: 2®. I left this to last because
there are a few different responses and conventions
that people can play over a 2® opening, which can
make teaching it a bit more complicated. As ever,
there is more than one good set of agreements that
you can have but, over the next article or two, I am
going to run through something simple that you
can play without having to have a long discussion
with your partner.

W

Every now and then you pick up a hand so good
that you worry that if you open at the one level
partner will pass your opening bid and you will
miss a game. Unless you want to take that risk you
need an opening bid that says ‘partner, I have a
seriously good hand. Please do not pass me out in a
low level contract, even if your hand is terrible’. This
is the 2® opening. Opening 2® shows a balanced
hand with at least 23 points or an unbalanced hand
that would like to play in game, even if partner is
very weak – a game forcing hand.
It’s easy enough to decide when to open 2® if you
are balanced as you can more or less just count your
points but it’s a bit tougher with unbalanced hands
and even experts will often disagree about whether
a hand is worth a 2® opening. I open 2® on all
unbalanced hands with 22 points and on some
hands with fewer points if they have good shape. It
is fine to open at the one level with 20 or 21 points
and an unbalanced hand if there is nothing
particularly special about the hand: with a 5·4·3·1
shape and 20 points you should just start with one
of your longest suit.
One thing that is worth considering is what the
auction will look like after you open. Starting 2®
immediately takes the bidding quite high and it can
be difficult for opener to bid two suits without
going past 3NT, which may be the best contract. For
this reason it is better to open 2® a bit light if you
8
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have a single suiter but not a two suiter. It is also
more appealing to open 2® when a major is your
longest suit rather than a minor as you are more
likely to have game on – 4™/´ is a desirable contract
to reach but 5®/t is not.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
AKQJ97
AK
KQ4
54

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
AKQJ
8
AKQJ3
952

Hand 4
K3
AQJ9
QJ8
AKQ8

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
AQ4
A K 10 9 7
KQJ8
A

Hand 5
Q
AK5
AQ9754
AJ3

Hand 1 – I think that this is a clear 2® opener. You
will almost certainly make game if partner has as
little as the tJ and will probably make a slam if
they have two aces, even if they don’t have much
of a spade fit for you.

Hand 2 – I would not open 2® on this. You ‘only’
have 20 points, which is less than usual for a 2®
opening and it’s not obvious which game you
might make. Your hand is unsuitable for play in
NT opposite a very weak partner and you don’t
have a very long major (no, a four card suit does
not count). Open 1t and, if partner responds,
you can jump shift in spades to show 18+ points.

Hand 3 – Open 2®. This is a 23 count and I would
almost always open 2® with this many points. A
further point in its favour is that its longest suit is
a major, although playing in NT will be fine if
partner does not have a fit for your hearts.

Hand 4 – This is a balanced hand with 22 points so
you should open 2NT.

Hand 5 – This is a 20 count with a six card suit but

I would not open 2®: I think 1t is better. The
www.ebu.co.uk

diamond suit is pretty ropey and the singleton
´Q is not pulling its weight so I do not think that
this is worth 2®. If partner has a very weak hand
I don’t think I’m likely to make a game: 5t is a
long way off and 3NT will require some help
from partner too, which means some high cards.
If partner has these they will respond to 1t. r

Bridge for All & ACOLytes
The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ
from Bridge for All teaching materials produced by
EBED, and the author may make some changes
according to personal teaching style. Bridge for All
teaching and practice books can be purchased from
www.ebu.co.uk/shop/bridge-books

www.ebu.co.uk
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Basic Cardplay
Suit combinations - Part 7

click
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I

am going to concentrate in this article on the
best way to handle suit combinations within the
context of a full deal. How you handle a
particular suit may well depend on your actual
needs – specifically, how many tricks you require
from it.
For instance, I have a suspicion that many might
misplay this first deal. Assume that you are playing
in a version of bridge (such as a teams game or
rubber bridge) where making your contract is of
paramount importance and overtricks are of little
account:
You (South) arrive in 3NT after bidding 2NT –
3NT and West leads the ™Q – how should you play?

South plays in
3NT. West leads
the ™Q.

´
™
t
®

K42
642
A9876
82
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A53
AK7
KQ
AJ543

Now, there are many players who would take the
first trick (there’s nothing wrong with that), cash
the top diamonds, cross to the ´K and try their luck
with the tA. When diamonds break 3-3 they’d
make two spades, two hearts, five diamonds and a
club for an overtrick – and would doubtless expect
some praise for their efforts. What, though, if
diamonds broke 4-2?
Now, with no entries to the dummy, there would
be no chance of making more than three diamond
tricks, with the result that 3NT would fail.
10 English Bridge April 2019

A Count and Plan at the beginning of the hand
might have prevented declarer from misplaying this
one. With five top tricks available in spades, hearts
and clubs there is a need for only four diamond
tricks. Although this cannot be guaranteed, better
odds can be obtained by playing off the tK Q and
overtaking the tQ on the second round. Now a
third diamond can be led, with a sure side entry on
the table in the guise of the ´K.
What’s the gain? Well, nothing whatsoever if
diamonds were 3-3 all along. In fact, there’s a
potential loss with an even diamond split as declarer
would make nine tricks instead of ten. In many
forms of bridge that’s no big deal. Note, however,
that if diamonds break 4-2, with either defender
holding either tJ x or t10 x, the diamond pips are
such that they can be established for four tricks by
force. Here’s the full deal:
South plays in 3NT. West leads the ™Q
´ K42
™ 642
tA9876
®82
´ J6
´ Q 10 9 8 7
N
™ Q J 10 5 3
™ 98
E
W
S
t 10 2
t J543
® K 10 9 7
® Q6
´ A53
™ AK7
tKQ
®AJ543

On this layout, West exposes the t10 on the
second round – so 3NT is 100% secure by
overtaking the queen with the ace and playing a
third round of diamonds. Even if West were to
follow with two low diamonds, though, it would
still be the right play to overtake on the second
round, playing for East to have started with a
doubleton honour or for diamonds to split evenly.

www.ebu.co.uk

You may be thinking that overtaking the tQ is
dangerous play – well it is, to some extent. However
it may help to reflect upon these lines.
If the diamonds split 5-1 or 4-2 with either hand
holding tJ 10 x x then 3NT is unmakeable. The
point is that it costs little to overtake and play a third
round (to be precise: it cannot cost the contract, it
can only cost an extra undertrick).

Never forget your Count and Plan on the sight of
r
dummy.

Have you got it?
More challenges from Paul online, p69

So, regardless of the distributional odds,
overtaking the second diamond and playing a third
round is the right play; you’ll only make 3NT if
diamonds break 3-3 or if either hand has tJ x or
t10 x. Overtaking caters for both possibilities, not
overtaking caters only for the 3-3 split.
Now, the situation is murkier if you are playing
match-point pairs. Here, you have to weigh up the
chances of playing the best way to make your
contract against the chances of making an overtrick.
In this form of scoring overtricks are important –
however, with this card combination the
recommended line is probably best as the chance of
a 3-3 split is a mere 36%.
Now, with a modification to the deal, as in the
layout below, the play would be different at all forms
of scoring:
South plays in 3NT. West leads the ™Q
´ K42
™ 642
tA9876
®J2
´ J6
´ Q 10 9 8 7
N
™ Q J 10 5 3
™
98
E
W
S
t J 10 2
t 543
® K 10 9
® A76
´ A53
™ AK7
tKQ
®Q8543

In this case, with only four top tricks outside the
diamond suit, declarer would have needed five
tricks there for his contract. The only hope would
be for a 3-3 split, so overtaking the second diamond
would be the wrong play.
Declarer has to take the heart lead, cash the two
top diamonds, cross to dummy and try his luck with
the tA. The result will either be 3NT making or
3NT down two, depending on the diamond split.
With this layout it is South’s lucky day.
www.ebu.co.uk

2020 GOLD CUP
The premier British teams event
Closing date for this year’s competition:

Monday, 24th June 2019
The schedule for the 2020 Gold Cup will
run from the end of June 2019 to the
Finals in October 2020. The Silver Plate,
open to English and Welsh first and
second round losers and administered by
the EBU, will commence in early 2020.
Entry fee: £84 per team
(half-price pro-rata for players under 26)
The entry fee includes the fee for the Silver Plate

Enquiries to Sandra Claridge

sclaridge31@gmail.com

Entry form at
www.bridgegreatbritain.org
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Traps for the unwary

by
Byrne
Michael Byrne
by Michael

Coping with Interference - Part 2

click
link

L

ast time we were looking at what to do when
the opponents intervene and you have to
change your bid as a consequence.

The things we discussed were:

D A bid of 1NT after an overcall shows 8-10 points
(more than the usual 6-9) and a good positional
stop in the opponent’s suit;
D A negative double is useful to get the unbid major
suits in, this takes priority over bidding 1NT to
show a stop;

D Stretch to make a two level response if you have a
good long suit and shortage in the opponents
suit, if they raise enthusiastically then you don’t
mind if partner supports you.
This time we are going to carry on looking at
what to do with interference but this time the
opponents are bidding higher and higher!
Let’s imagine a normal start to the auction of 1´
from partner and a pesky 2™ overcall from our right
hand opponent, we hold these hands:

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
J54
873
K76
K432

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
KJ
J752
Q43
KJ87

Hand 4
65
A2
K Q 10 8 5 3
754

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
KJ65
43
AJ93
Q65

Hand 5
Q 10 7 4
9
K 10 6 4
J932

Hand 1 is one where we would have responded
with a simple 1NT, ending up in spades if partner
showed 5-4 by rebidding a new suit or playing
1NT facing 15-16 balanced. However there is no
use dreaming about what we would have done!
Our options are a straightforward choice between
12 English Bridge April 2019

passing and raising to 2´, and the raise is clear
cut. It is true that partner has not guaranteed five
spades, but even if you play the style where a 1519 balanced hand opens 1´ ahead of a four card
minor suit, partner is still more likely to have five
when the auction is competitive.
The trouble with passing is that if the next hand
raises to 4™ then partner will be stymied when he
has a hand that would have bid 4´ had you
supported. Imagine partner has
´KQ1083 ™2 tAQ843 ®85
now it is clearly right to bid 4´ if partner has
supported us (either 4´ is making or 4™ is) yet
partner wouldn’t dream of bidding again unless
you have raised him.

Hand 2 has the points and values for a bid of 2NT
but the heart holding is not ideal. You would like
a no trump contract to be played by partner if he
has Ax, Kx, Qx or similar, where the lead running
round to him is much more advantageous.
Also, if partner has a modest and shapely opening
bid (more likely when everyone is bidding) then
the last thing you want is to be stuck in 2NT with
aceless rubbish. It will almost certainly be the
wrong part-score and you might go several down
which is a disaster at duplicate pairs whatever
partner has.
The best call to make is a negative double, giving
your side the most space possible. It may seem
odd to make what is essentially a take-out double
when hearts is your longest suit, but it leaves
every avenue open. Partner can rebid 2´ or
introduce a new suit, or with enough for game he
can bid 2NT or cue bid 3™ to ask for more help
from you. Change the hand to
´54 ™KJ76 tAQ8 ®J965
and now 2NT seems much more appropriate.

Hand 3 has a good raise in spades, the sort of hand
that would have raised to 3´ without
intervention. Should you still raise to 3´?
The problem lies with Hand 5 and we shall skip
www.ebu.co.uk

ahead to that one to answer them both together.

Hand 5 is weak and shapely and wants to bid
spades enthusiastically to make sure partner
knows there is 4-card support (unlike Hand 1)
and reasonable playing strength. The trouble with
bidding 2´ is that when the opponents bid 4™ we
wonder if 4´ would be a good sacrifice. People
often end up bidding 2´ and later on bidding 4´
as a sacrifice over 4™, which is a terrible idea.
The solution is to bid 3´ the first time round. A
jump raise of partner with intervention shows 4card support and a shapely hand of 5-8 points.
Partner will be well-placed to judge what to do on
the next round.
And what therefore do you bid on Hand 3 that
has a traditional limit raise to 3´? The answer is
to bid the opponent’s suit – 3™ in this instance –
allowing partner once more to judge how high to
go. If he has a minimum hand that would have
passed a traditional 1´-P-3´ bid then he will
return to 3´ and we will leave it. If he has any
more he can bid 4´.
Note that the cue-bid is unlimited in values. It is
fine to use it on a much stronger hand of, say, 16
points, where at the back of your mind you are
half considering a slam. If partner signs off in 3´
you will head to game anyway, but if he jumps to
game you might bid on.

And Hand 4? By now you’re probably quite weary
of all the new kit I have just heaped upon you and
are hoping the answer to this problem will be to
simply bid your longest suit, no such luck I am
afraid!
The old rule of ‘A new suit at the 3-level is forcing
to game’ still applies, and if we bid 3t we will just
get too high when partner is minimum. Those
that are having wild fantasies of the diamonds
running and a low point count 3NT making are
just kidding themselves, it is much more likely
partner has something like this:
´
™
t
®

65
A2
K Q 10 8 5 3
754

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

The solution to this sort of problem is to start
with a negative double and follow it up with a bid of
3t on the next round to show a hand not worth 3t
initially. Whilst not ideal, this is a good halfway
house, you get to show some values without
committing your partnership to an uncomfortable
r
level.

The Dos and Don’ts of coping with
interference
Do

feel free to raise partner’s major on only
three cards, even on a 4·3·3·3 hand with
three small cards if you want to give partner
the option of doing more bidding later,
especially if the overcall is raised.

Do

cue-bid the opponents suit when you hold
a sound raise (10+) in partner’s suit and
want to invite him to game, the sort of
hand that would have bid 1´-P-3´ (or
more).
Don’t rush to bid a natural 2NT after a two-level
overcall unless you hold a sturdy stopper
in the opponents’ suit and are happy to be
left there when partner is minimum.
Don’t forget our trusty friend the negative
double, which can be used on hands that
have no clear bid and want to show a few
values and get partner to bid.
Don’t bid a new suit at the three level unless you
are prepared to go to game when partner
has a misfit (it’s no use dreaming of
miracle fitting hands where game makes
on 22 points. In the real world partner will
often have a singleton in your suit!) r

Have you got it?
Take the test – online, p67

AJ874
J3
7
KQJ93

Over 3t a lot of things can happen and the final
contract will be one of many different
denominations with only one thing in common –
it won’t make!
www.ebu.co.uk
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I

n each of the following hands you are sitting
South. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give
yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
Q83
J5
A873
A984

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
K5
AJ52
KJ
AJ532

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

75
AKQ742
K62
K3

You are in 4™ after East
opens with a weak 2´.
West leads the ´9. East
overtakes with the ´10
and continues with the
´A and ´K. Plan your
play.
Hand 3
´ KQ7
™ A4
t A6532
® 874

´
™
t
®

AJ6
97
Q 10 9 7 4 3
76

You are in 3NT.
West leads the
´10. Plan your
play.

Hand 4
´ 76
™ Q6
t Q J 10
® AQ7643

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

E
S

AJ9863
10
K74
K63

You are in 4´. West
leads the ™K (and
trumps break 2-2).
Plan your play.

E
S

´
™
t
®

AKQ2
AK
76432
K2

You are in 3NT. West
leads the ™J. Plan
your play.

David Bakhshi gives the
answers on page 36
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ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?
E
1™
2NT

S
Pass
Pass

N

E
1™

S
2´

W
1™
?

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
1´

Hand 4
´ 76
™J2
tKJ874
® AJ82

W

N
1®

E
Pass

S
Pass

Hand 5
´ Q2
™A94
tKJ963
® 10 7 6

W

N

2t
?

Pass

E
1´
2™

S
Pass
Pass

W
1NT
2t
?

N
Pass
Pass

E
2®1
2NT

S
Pass
Pass

Hand 1
´ 875
™QJ5
tAK875
® 10 3

Hand 2
´ 87
™ Q954
t A J 10 2
®964

Hand 3
´ A87
™QJ74
tAQ5
® Q 10 3

Hand 6
´ KQ4
™ K 10 5
tK82
®Q532

W

N

2t
?

Pass

W
?

?

1

Stayman

Julian Pottage gives the answers
on page 62
www.ebu.co.uk

Sleuth’s Quiz

by Ron Klinger

Consider partner’s hand

click
link

YOU ARE PLAYING TEAMS
´
™
t
®

A 10 8 7 5 3
7
A42
Q J 10
´
™
N
W
E
t
S
®

–
AKQ86543
Q65
83

E/W Game. Dealer North.
West
North
East
South
1´
4™
Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
5®
Pass
Pass
Dble
All Pass

West leads the ´K, ace, ruffed.

What would you play next as East?
You could play a low heart and hope West has the
™J. There are two reasons against that:
1. South might have the ™J or ™J 10 and you never
collect a heart trick.
2. Even if West has the ™J and cashes the ´Q, South
might have only two spades and you do not
collect a second ruff anyway.
A low heart is much too risky and so you cash a top
heart: nine – two – seven.

What next?
On many deals, good defence does not require
much more than logic and common sense. You
have two tricks in and partner figures to come to
a spade trick. That will be one down. Why settle
for one down when more is not only possible, but
probable?
South took no action over 4™ and took no
strong action after North’s double. West figures to
have some values apart from the spades. The
natural strategy is to attack dummy’s weak suit,
diamonds.
www.ebu.co.uk

E/W Game. Dealer North.

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

KQ964
J2
KJ87

75

´
™
t
®

A 10 8 7 5 3
7
A42
Q J 10
´–
N
™AKQ86543
W
E
tQ65
S
®83
J2
10 9
10 9 3
AK9642

The diamond shift gains when West has tKJx or
tK10x. A diamond switch at trick three gives the
defence five tricks and +500. Greed is good.
If East cashes a heart and plays a club, that does
not fare well. South can win and play the ´J. West
wins and shifts to a diamond, but it is too late.
Declarer takes the tA, ruffs a spade, crosses to
dummy with a club and ruffs another spade.
Dummy’s ´10x are winners and South’s diamond
losers vanish. Now the defence collects +100 instead
of +500. As East-West can make 4™, +100 is
inadequate compensation.
In a National Teams, the datum (average) was
E-W +500. There were 27 pairs making 4™, twice
doubled. One East scored +650 in 5™. Hmmm, a
spade lead maybe instead of a top club?? Nine
Norths were in 4´ doubled, all –500. Five played in
5®, doubled twice for –100 and –300 and
undoubled three times, all failing.
r
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

Stefan Götel’s Risky Play
The Headmaster was about to descend from his
study to the bridge room for the Thursday evening
duplicate. Was some fault developing with his
eyesight? He looked across the room at the
bookcases filled with learned classical works and
could barely discern any of the titles. The Reverend
Benson had been muttering something about
cataracts the other day. Perhaps the time had come
to visit an optician.
As he tapped out the contents of his pipe, another
explanation occurred to him. In this cold weather
he always kept the windows of his study tightly
closed. Perhaps the room had gradually filled with
pipe smoke? He strode towards the windows and
opened them to their full extent, recoiling at the icy
blast. When he returned after the bridge, the room
would be close to freezing. Still, at least he might be
able to see properly.
An early round of the duplicate saw the
Headmaster facing Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ A93
™ A J 10 2
t 10 7 6
®843
K742
´ 8
N
65
™ Q843
W
E
982
t KQJ4
S
K Q 10 9
® 7652
´ Q J 10 6 5
™ K97
tA53
®AJ

West
The
Headmaster

North
Percy
Cutforth

Pass
Pass

3®
4´
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East
South
Reverend Bertie
Benson
Bellis
1NT
Pass
3´
All Pass

‘You alerted
Headmaster.

Three

Clubs?’

queried

the

‘Yes, it asks for a five-card major,’ Bellis replied.
‘Puppet Stayman, it’s called.’ *
The Headmaster led the ®K and stared
disapprovingly at the dummy that appeared. ‘You
might have missed a 4-4 heart fit,’ he said.

‘If I rebid 3t, Percy can bid 3´ to look for a 4-4
heart fit,’ Bellis continued.
‘3´ and not 3™? What a ridiculously abstruse
method!’ exclaimed the Headmaster. ‘Charlie and I
will not be adopting it, I can assure you.’

Bertie Bellis won the club lead and ran the ´Q
successfully. When he continued with a spade to the
nine, East discarded a club. What now?
West’s length in the trump suit made East the
favourite to hold the ™Q. Bellis ran the ™J, winning
the trick, and continued with a heart to the nine.
When he played the ™K, the Headmaster ruffed and
switched to a diamond. Declarer won with the ace
and crossed to the ´A, drawing the last trump. He
then discarded a diamond on the ™A and claimed
ten tricks.
The Reverend Benson peered across the table,
clearly unhappy with this outcome. ‘I had the kingqueen-jack of diamonds,’ he said. ‘Lead a diamond,
Headmaster, and we beat it.’
The Headmaster closed his eyes for a moment.
Was it essential for Benson to make some fatuous
remark at the end of every board? ‘Sadly, I was
unable to see your hand,’ he replied heavily. ‘It’s
probably due to those cataracts you were talking
about last week.’
Not long afterwards, the Headmaster and Benson
faced the Matron and Stefan Götel.

*

David Gold gives us the low-down on using
Puppet Stayman over a 1NT opening on page 28.
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ 542
™ KQ62
t964
®743
96
´ J87
N
J983
™ A 10 4
W
E
Q 10 8 3
t AKJ75
S
QJ9
® 10 5
´ A K Q 10 3
™ 75
t2
®AK862

West
The
Headmaster

North
The
Matron

2t
All Pass

2´

East
Reverend
Benson
1t
Pass

‘That was a bit risky,’ declared the Matron. ‘Did
you realise Charlie still had a trump?’
‘I couldn’t draw the last trump earlier,’ Götel
explained. ‘I had two cards to knock out.’
The Matron showed no sign of accepting this
weak excuse. They did things differently on the
Continent, everyone knew, but what if the clubs had
broken 4-1? With the last trump not yet drawn, the
defenders might have scored a club ruff! She sighed
to herself, as she painstakingly filled out the
scoresheet. ‘Never mind,’ she said. ‘As it happens, it’s
r
a very good one for us.’

South
Stefan
Götel
1´
4´

The Headmaster led the t3 and the Matron laid
out her dummy somewhat apprehensively. ‘I
couldn’t believe it when you bid game,’ she said. ‘We
have a useful guideline here in England: One, Two.
That will do. I intended my raise as a sign-off. We
might have had five points opposite eight.’
‘I have a good hand,’ Götel replied.
The Matron sat back in her chair. She didn’t like
to criticise partner, particularly as he was a
foreigner, but a one-level overbid showed a weak
hand. If Stefan could head for game facing a
weakness sign-off, surely he should have started
with a double?
The Reverend Benson won the diamond lead
with the king and continued with the ace. Götel
ruffed and played two top trumps, all following.
Even though trumps were 3-2, he was in danger of
losing control. Leaving one trump out, he played a
heart to the king and ace.
Benson persisted with diamonds and Götel ruffed
with the ´10. His next move was to lead the ®2, a
low club to preserve the entries to his hand. The
defence was at an end. Dummy’s carefully preserved
´5 would protect declarer against a fourth round of
diamonds. When East won the club trick and
returned a heart, Götel won and drew the last
trump. His ®AK86 were then good for the
remaining tricks.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU GRANTS FOR CLUBS
The English Bridge Union will soon be inviting
applications from clubs for grants to assist them
with capital expenditure. Further information
about this will be provided on the EBU website at
the start of April.
The most common applications in the past
have been for assistance with buying dealing
machines or wireless scoring systems, though in
principle any capital expenditure might qualify.
Small items and those not considered capital
expenditure, such as bidding boxes, tables or
cloths, will not usually be funded unless there are
small reserves left after awarding the main grants.
The EBU will provide funding to successful
applicants of no more than half the total
expenditure, but the fund available is limited and,
in order to help as many clubs as possible, those
who apply for a smaller proportion are more
likely to be successful. As a guide, in 2018 the
largest grants awarded were for £600.
April 2019 English Bridge
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Bridge with a Twist
Ask Simon

by Simon Cochemé
click
link

TITCH G (Worcester Park) asks why an endplay is
so-called. How can it be possible for someone to
be ‘end’-played at trick 1 or, indeed, any trick
before trick 12?
I agree, Titch, it’s very confusing. It’s a bit like my
local barber, who caters for both genders but has a
sign in his window saying Unisex. We definitely
need a word to replace ‘endplay’. What about
‘stymied’ or ‘flummoxed’?
Heard at the table: What could be clearer? I threw
the ™8 to tell you I liked hearts; then I discarded the
®2 to tell you I didn’t like clubs; and then I threw
the ™7 to remind you that I liked hearts.
BILL W (Edinburgh) asks how he can improve his
opening leads.
Nicolas Hammond has analysed the success of the
opening leads at two recent World Championships.
The most popular lead was the ®A followed by the
®K. Both resulted in below average scores. The
most successful lead was the ®10.
What can we learn from this? Firstly, if you don’t
know what to lead, choose the ®10 ahead of the ®A
or ®K. And secondly, if you hold the ®10, you can
bid more aggressively, knowing that the ®10 can’t
be led against you.
On a more serious note, David Bird and Taf
Anthias have written two excellent books on
opening leads, using computer-generated hands to
determine the relative probabilities of success. I was
so impressed with one example that I emailed it out
to 45 bridge-playing friends as a problem. This is it:
What do you lead from
´J86 ™95 tKQ72 ®KJ72
at teams scoring, after the auction 1NT-3NT?
The answers are shown below. The computer
created 5,000 deals that matched the bidding, and
the second column is the computer’s estimate of the
18 English Bridge April 2019

chance of beating the contract. The third column is
the number of votes each of the options got from
my distribution list.
´6
™9
®2
t2
tK

21.3%
20.6%
15.7%
14.1%
13.2%

5 votes
5 votes
8 votes
22 votes
5 votes

You will see that my friends like to play leads that
are fourth-best.
Heard at the table: So we’ll play 1™-2®-2t as
forcing and 1™-2®-3t as absolutely forcing.
WOLF K (Hampshire) asks if there is a name for
when the first trick in a suit is made up of the 2, 3,
4, and 5?
The Bridge World Dictionary says that such a trick
is called a wish trick. The French call it a champagne
trick – the players who contributed the 2, 3 and 4
cry ‘Champagne!’, and the owner of the 5 is
expected to buy a round. (This creates a dilemme
for a jouer holding A-5 in fourth seat when the 2, 3
and 4 have already been played.)
A letter to Bridge Magazine in 1979 tells of a
declarer, with a trump holding of A 9 5 2 in hand,
opposite K 8 6 4, leading the 2 and trying to duck
the first round to keep control of the hand. His
right hand opponent showed out and dummy’s 4
had won the trick! Winning the first trick with the
3 would require some really extreme distribution,
and if you have ever won the first round of a suit
with the 2, I would like to hear about it.
So, high fives all round, and what’s the next
question? Not so fast. Apparently the Encyclopaedia of Bridge says that a wish trick is when the
four cards are the 2, 3, 4 and ace. Don’t you just
love it when experts disagree? The only thing I
thought I knew about such a trick is the saying ‘Ace,
two, three, four – kiss the dealer.’
www.ebu.co.uk

By the way, leading the middle card from threesmall has been with us for 80 years or so. We call
it MUD (Middle-Up-Down) but, when it was
first mooted in the '30s, by British International
Harry Ingram, it was known as MOT (MiddleOf-Three).

THE 2018 MASTERPOINT
ANNUAL COMPETITIONS
THE NATIONAL
LEADER BOARD

SHAHZAAD N (Notting Hill) wants to know
whether DOPI should be written with a zero and
a one (to match the meaning), or a capital o and a
capital i (to match the pronunciation).
It’s more important, of course, to know what a
convention means than how to pronounce it or spell
it – for example, lebensohl should not start with a
capital el, but knowing that doesn’t help you
remember how it works.
Bridge players aged over 70 may well know the
answer to your question, Shahzaad. DOPI was
invented by Dorothy Hayden Truscott, and dates
from the late '60s, the era of the typewriter rather
than the keyboard. Many typewriters of the day only
had the numerals 2 to 9, with 0 and 1 created by
using a capital o, and a capital i or lower-case el; so
perhaps DOPI should be pronounced ‘Dopel’.

Congratulations to John Holland who has retained
the Sunday Telegraph Salver, for the most Master
Points earned in the calendar year.
John, who has won the competition on six
previous occasions, earned 26, 361 points in 2018.
Gary Hyett was second with 21,699, and Celia
Oram and Derek Oram were joint third.

HIGHEST SCORING JUNIOR
The highest scoring Junior was Ben Norton, with
last year’s winner Shahzaad Natt coming second.
Some people think that keyboards should have
fewer keys; I for one.
Boom Boom!
GITTE H-J (Bayswater) writes: I was directing at
my local club and was about to start a movement
of eight and a half tables. One couple asked if they
could be the pair who sat out on the last round, so
they could go home early. They said they were
prepared to pay an extra £1 table money for the
privilege. My question is this: Was I right to keep
the money for myself, as a sort of tip for director
services?
I think this is perfectly acceptable; directors are
shockingly under-remunerated. Indeed, the next
time you have a half-table you should conduct a
quick auction to determine who sits out on the last
round. I am sure you will do better than £1. You
might also consider a white saucer on a small table
beside the door to the toilets, seeded with a couple
of 10p coins. This is common practice in France.r
www.ebu.co.uk

GOLD POINT RANKING
The Gold Point list is headed by Andrew Robson,
just ahead of David Gold, with Alexander Allfrey
coming third.

ALL TIME LEADERBOARD
Derek Oram is now top with 847,077 points,
having overtaken John Durden who died in 2005.
It has taken 13 years for his achievement to be
beaten!

CLUB CHAMPIONS
The highest earners of Master Points in each club
are entered into a draw. This year’s winners are
Celia Tunnicliffe of Lutterworth Bridge Club who
wins £400. Roy Hughes of Heighington Bridge
Club was drawn in second and wins £200, and
Amalia Richardson of Shaftesbury Bridge Club
wins £100 for being drawn third.
The Master Point lists for 2018, including a
breakdown by county and rank, can be accessed
click
on: ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-reports/
link
April 2019 English Bridge
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If you could add one thing . . .

by Neil Rosen

Defending against the Weak No Trump II

click
link

T

wo early defences devised were Astro and
Aspro. Astro took the initials of it’s creators,
thus:

Paul Allinger, Roger Stern & Lawrence Rosler

The system used 2® as ‘hearts and a minor’ and 2t
as ‘spades and another’.

which is strong might choose to use Asptro then
bid again after a minimum response).

D The minimum point count rather depends on a
number of factors: vulnerability, degree of shape,
what you had for breakfast etc.

2® was ‘hearts and another’, and 2t was ‘spades and
a minor suit’.

D As a guide – similar to the Landy Convention,
detailed in the last article – with 5-5 you might
bid on as few as 7 or 8 HCPs, whereas with a more
normal 5-4 shape you probably need 10+ points.
Beware! Bidding with 4-4 shape invariably leads
to very dubious results!

ASPTRO

RESPONDING TO AN ASPTRO OVERCALL

Aspro was a variation, devised by British expert
Terence Reese, where

A combination of the two allowed for some
improvement and development. This became
known as Asptro.

1NT

2®

Pass

Pass can be used with a decent 6-card club suit.

2® shows hearts and any other suit and

This is quite safe since the Asptro bidder is limited
in strength (usually) by their failure to make a
penalty double.

2t shows spades and any other suit.

2t is a relay bid, and denies 4-card heart support

2™/´ are still natural (as they were with Astro and
Aspro as well).

2™ usually shows 4-card support, or 3-card support
with a singleton

Unlike both of the earlier systems, two bids can be
used when holding both majors, a hand type which
is of course crucial to bidding accurately.

2´ is a natural suit and invitational values. Typically
six spades (or five very good ones) with 10 points as
an absolute minimum

The idea is that, with both majors, you should
‘anchor to the weaker or shorter major’. Some play
it the other way round where you anchor to the
longer – but I much prefer this version.

2NT – Styles differ here. Some play this as a forcing
relay – I recommend it as natural and non-forcing
(typically 12-14 without 4-card heart support)

The basic principle is that :

Thus, with 5™ and 4´ bid 2t, whereas with 5´
and 4™ bid 2®. If you have 5-5 in the majors you
should anchor to the weaker of the two suits. This
decision when holding both majors is the absolute
key to the system.

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ASPTRO OVERCALL
Here are a few guidelines that might help you – as
usual judgement will come with experience.

D The maximum point count should normally be
about 15 (otherwise a penalty double can be
employed, though a very distributional hand
20 English Bridge April 2019

3® is a forcing to game relay denying four hearts
(typically 15+ HCPs)

3t is a sort of UCB. A good heart raise – good 10+
3™ is a stretched/distributional raise to 3™. It is
based on shape but obviously weaker than a 3t bid
3´ is natural and forcing
3NT is very rare – since you usually use 3® as a
game forcing relay. It is natural to play

4®/t is also rare. Natural and forcing bids (slam
interested most probably)
4™ is game. Have a bash sometimes- why not?!
www.ebu.co.uk

Similarly :
1NT

2t

P

?

Pass with a decent 6-card diamond suit.
2™ is non forcing relay, denies 4-card spade support

´
™
t
®

QJ54
QJ863
A9
K7

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

A 10 7 6 3
7
Q762
Q53

2´ is usually four spades, or three with a singleton
2NT is natural 12-14
3® is a game-forcing relay 15+, denies 4´

W

N

E

2t

Pass

3´

S
1NT
All Pass

3t is a good spade raise – 10+ points
3™ is natural, forcing
3´ is stretched raise – less than a 3t bid, based on
shape

Here East might try 3´. West would pass that,
unless they were upper range, since they know it is
based on shape but under 10 HCPs.

IF ASPTRO IS DOUBLED

3NT is rare but natural

There are of course many ways to combat this –
here is my suggestion:

4®/t/™ are all natural
4´ is game. Have a bash again!

1NT

LET’S LOOK AT A FEW EXAMPLES
´
™
t
®

QJ54
QJ863
A9
K7

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

W

N

E

2t

Pass

2™

K76
K75
8762
Q43
S
1NT
All Pass

2®

Dble

?

Redble shows you have your own suit to play in.
The Asptro bidder is thus required to bid the next
suit up (2t here) which will be passed or converted
to the appropriate suit. You would most certainly
need at least a 6-card suit for this action.

Pass is happy to play in 2® if that is your second
suit partner
2t is still a relay as before
2™ is natural and non-forcing. Usually 4-card

If 1NT is opened, West should bid 2t. When they
have both majors, as here, they should anchor to the
weaker or shorter major. With a flat hand, East
should relay with 2™ and not support the spades
with only three cards and no shape. This way the
correct (5-3) contract can be reached without
trouble.
´
™
t
®

QJ54
QJ863
A9
K7

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

support, but could be three with shape

Others – Unaltered by the double – but rare in
practice.
1NT

2t

Dble

?

Redble shows your own suit (6+ cards) to escape to
and asks partner to bid 2™ for a pass or correct.

Pass is happy to play here if that’s your second suit.
2™ is a relay, denying four spades.

K 10 7 6
K7
K762
QJ3

2´ is natural, 4-card support or three with shape.
Others – unaltered but again rare.

CONTINUATIONS AFTER PARTNER USES A
RELAY BID

W

N

E

2t
4´

Pass
3t
All Pass

S
1NT
Pass

Again West overcalls with 2t. East shows a good
raise which allows West – with an opening hand – to
accept and jump to game without revealing to the
opposition what his second suit actually is!
www.ebu.co.uk

1NT
Pass

2®
?

Pass

2t

The first dilemma presents itself when you have
5™ and 4t. Do you pass or correct to your 5-card
suit? I recommend passing when diamonds is your
5-card suit (you might take a chance occasionally
with four very strong diamonds).
Cont p23
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Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

Clever play

click
link

P

laying teams, East opens 3® and South
overcalls 3´. What do you call with the North
cards?
E/W Game. Dealer East
´ AK93
™ K85
t K73
® A53
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Q J 10 8 6 4
A64
A8
84

West

North

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

4®
4™
4NT
6´

East
3®
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
3´
4t
4´
5´

Bid 4®, simply showing a hand too good to limit
with support for spades. South will co-operate with
4t, and over North’s 4™ can limit his hand by
calling 4´. North will press on with 4NT, to which
South responds 5´. What now?
Although you have all the keycards, your hand is
very flat, and you know that partner is limited, both
by the non-forcing 3´ bid, and by bidding 4´ over
4™. It seems likely that there is a slow loser
somewhere so you should sign off in 6´.
West leads the ®K. How do you plan the play?

It looks as though you have two unavoidable
losers, one in clubs and one in hearts. Therefore you
are going to have to play for a squeeze. In order to
do this you will need to rectify the count, so you
22 English Bridge April 2019

should duck this trick! It is not dangerous since you
know that West will still be on lead, and now,
needing all the remaining tricks, the tempo has been
established for the squeeze. West switches to a
trump.
When you draw trumps, you discover that East
began with two, therefore has four red cards, and
West eleven. Having drawn trumps, cash the ace of
clubs, West discarding the t2 on the trump and t4
on the club, and begin cashing trumps. You will
have to count like mad, but in situations like this the
opponents are likely to give each other an honest
count since they will need to help each other know
what to keep. Watch out for this to work out what
they have kept. With one trump to go, East discards
three clubs, and West discards two more diamonds
and the ™7. It is likely that West will keep three of
each red suit, and this theory is supported by the
discards. Discard a heart from dummy on the
penultimate trump.
This is where you have got to:
´
™
t
®

–
K8
K73
5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

8
A64
A8
–

Play a diamond to the king and one back to the
ace before cashing the last trump to confirm the
diamond layout. If East follows to both, you will
play them for a 7·2·2·2 shape, and West will be
squeezed in the red suits on the last trump. If East
discards a club on the second diamond you must
play your trump which will squeeze them both.
www.ebu.co.uk

West will probably choose to unguard hearts since
East began with three. You can now discard the
diamond from dummy, and now East is squeezed in
clubs and hearts. This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer West.
´ AK93
™ K85
tK73
®A53
7
´ 52
N
Q973
™ J 10 2
E
W
Q 10 9 6 5 4 2
tS
t J
K
® Q J 10 9 7 6 2
´ Q J 10 8 6 4
™ A64
tA8
®84

Did you spot that a heart lead would break the
contract? Luckily it’s unlikely on this auction.

HEATHER’S HINTS

D When you are cashing a long suit, thereby
forcing the opponents to find many discards,
they are likely to try to assist each other to keep
the right cards by signalling honestly. After all,
you might be playing simply for a mis-defence,
and they will clearly be keen to avoid that. You
may, however, be able to use this to your
advantage if there is a genuine squeeze.
D If you are a trick short of your contract and the

only chance appears to come from a squeeze (or
someone throwing the wrong card) try to rectify
the count – in other words duck a sufficient
number of tricks to leave yourself needing all the
remaining ones. This will be crucial to the success
of the squeeze, and if you are hoping for a misdefence it will put the maximum pressure on
them to discard correctly.
r

ASPTRO cont from p21
Bidding 2™ therefore usually shows 5™ and a
minor. You cannot have spades on this auction –
so partner need not worry.
This leads to the following continuations:
1NT
Pass

2®
2™

Pass
Pass

2t
?

Now, 2NT asks for the minor while 3®/t is
natural, showing your own suit.
Bidding 2´ after the relay shows that the spades
are longer than the hearts (or if equal then they
will be better quality than the hearts since we
anchor to the weaker suit).
With four hearts and a 5- or 6-card minor it can
get a bit tricky. In fact I don’t recommend
overcalling on modest hands with a 4-card major
and a 5-card minor at all.
One quirky bit of system I can recommend here
is to play that you bid the minor at the 3-level
when holding 6 cards but with only 5 you bid
2NT. This avoids some particularly perilous 3®
contracts without a fit at all:
1NT
Pass

2t
?

Pass

2™

You can now bid 2NT rather than 3t and hope to
get out alive! In this way you are not committing
to diamonds – leaving partner to judge.
Next time we will explore what happens when
you open a Weak No Trump and the opponents
r
have the temerity to double for penalties!

More examples online.
Check out Neil’s quiz on page 68

CAVENDISH TEAMS IN MONACO
Team Black finished 3rd in the Cavendish Team event, held in Monaco in mid-February. The team,
comprising Andrew Black, Gunnar Hallberg, Andrew McIntosh, Sweden’s Peter Bertheau, Derek Patterson
& Phil King, defeated Team Warriors to take the third place on the podium. EBU members David Gold
and Zia Mahmood also finished in 3rd place in the pairs event of the competition.

2019 SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS – Bonus Blue Points
13 – 16 May
22 – 25 July

EBED Spring Sim Pairs
British Summer Sim Pairs

www.ebu.co.uk

2 – 6 Sep
7 – 10 Oct

EBED Autumn Sim Pairs
British Autumn Sim Pairs
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Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

APRIL 2019
WEST HANDS

APRIL 2019
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Hanlon)
* North bids 1™
2. Love All
Dealer West
(Morrison)
3. Game All
Dealer East
(Erichsen)
* South bids 1®
4. Game All
Dealer South
(Greenwood)
5. N/S Game
Dealer North
(S Richards)
6. E/W Game
Dealer West
(G Tredinnick)

´
™
t
®

43
A8
A K J 10 5 4 3
J9

´
™
t
®

K 10 8 4
AK984
KQ7
10

2. Love All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

K3
K84
A K 10 5 4
A62

3. Game All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

A
Q753
AJ62
9873

4. Game All
Dealer South

´
™
t
®

A643
K985
AJ963
–

5. N/S Game
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

A 10 6 5 2
K 10 2
A5
KJ3

6. E/W Game
Dealer West

Did you beat the experts? – Page 47
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1. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Carroll)
* North bids 1™

(Faben)

(Liggins)
* South bids 1®

(Anderson)

(J Richards)

(Patterson)

´
™
t
®

AKJ98
K 10 6
6
A 10 6 4

´
™
t
®

A76
Q 10 6 2
10 3 2
AQ6

´
™
t
®

A72
J2
QJ86
9875

´
™
t
®

KQ63
A2
43
K Q J 10 2

´
™
t
®

K2
A 10
KQ2
AKQJ32

´
™
t
®

QJ74
A54
KQ97
A2

Did you beat the experts? – Page 47
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by Chris Chambers

Let’s summarise . . .

click
link

T

his series was written for the curious who
were increasingly encountering five-card
major systems. The target audience would
typically have club experience, quite possibly a year
or two after learning the game, but equally those
who have been playing some while. They would be
weak no-trumpers and bid majors before minors
with four of each. I wanted to retain as much of that
experience as possible in this slightly changed
world.

concentrates the ‘length doubt’ in the club suit.
When you see a 1t opener, it will deliver four or
more 96.77% of the time.

There were ten instalments (available via My
EBU) of which these are the bare bones.

D If you don’t already calibrate raises with the
Losing Trick Count, investigate – it works very
well with five-card majors.

BASICS OF OPENINGS

D Retain the weak no trump.

D 1™ and 1´ show a minimum 5-card suit, but…

D No reason to alter your view on opening 1NT
with 5·3·3·2 and a 5-card major.
D With 15+ and any 4·4·3·2 or 4·3·3·3, open one
minor:
e the longer if 4·2, 4·3 or 3·2
e 1® if 3·3

e 1t if 4·4.

D Open 1t on all 4·4·4·1 hands with four
diamonds, otherwise 1®.

D Opening one-minor does not deny a five-card
major. True, all 5-5s open the higher-ranking but
with 6-5 open the longer suit.
It is much, much harder to change no trump
ranges than suit lengths. If you are used to the weak
no trump you have gained a feel for when it is right
to bid or pass – especially important when
opponents compete. If instead you open one-minor
on all those weak no trump hands you invite the
opponents in. You have valuable experience
handling strong balanced hands after opening – not
weak ones. Lose this accumulation at your peril.
Both minor openings promise three-plus and are
not short in a modern context. But if you are used to
4-card suits keep to the scheme above; it
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RESPONDING TO ONE-MAJOR

D Make single raises routinely with 3-card support.

D Jump raises continue to promise 4+ support (and
values for the 3-level).

D With only 3-card support but values for the
3-level, make a simple change of suit and raise
opener to the 3-level at your next turn.

Knowing partner has a five-card opener liberates
raises. Support opener’s major whenever you are
sure of the level and have the right number of
trumps.
Early knowledge of a nine-card fit is a significant
advantage with a five-card major system. Shortages
become more valuable when trump-control is
assured and it decreases the defensive value of high
cards in the fit-suit, making it attractive to bid
higher. Misleading partner as to the combined
trump-length is a dangerous policy; I’m not saying
never, but only as a last resort.

RESPONDING TO ONE-MINOR

D It is responder’s unwavering duty to bid four-card
majors.

e Prefer 1-major even with 4-card support for
opener’s minor.
e Prefer 1-major even with four diamonds after
1®.

e Prefer 1-major even with five diamonds and
modest values – say less than 9 HCP.

e But with a 4-card major and six diamonds
respond 1t.

D Do not fret unduly about one-minor only
showing three-card length.
www.ebu.co.uk

e Raises to the 3-level are unchanged.

e Raise 1® to 2® with five (plus) and
minimum values.
e Raise 1t to 2t with four (plus) and
minimum values.

D Avoid 1NT over 1® unless you have 8-10 HCP
and no-trump honours.

D Avoid 2® over 1t without sound values (10+).
Opener cannot open a four-card major, so
responder must bid them – it’s up the majors (hearts
first). You may have been taught up the line but
that’s only really appropriate to the majors first
variant of four-card majors.
Remember that one-minor is only short when
partner has 15+ HCP. So over a raise to 3-minor
showing about 11 HCP, she will have an easy
conversion to 3NT. That is not true after a raise to
the 2-level and she will usually pass with 15-16
HCP.
The overarching consideration after 1® or 1t is
to give space for partner to conveniently rebid no
trumps, then you’ll know how many points you
have between you. That means leaving her a 1NT
rebid whenever you can. Don’t be afraid to respond
1t with only a 3-card suit if nothing else fits.

A word on rebids: balanced hands rebid no
trumps – don’t worry about bypassing a major. Yes,
you can miss 4·4 spades after 1®–1™; but nowhere
near often enough to make it worth
misrepresenting your hand-type. Rebid 1´ to show
four spades and a longer minor. That way you’ll find
good club partials (and slams…) and you avoid
auctions such as 1® – 1™; 1´ – 1NT: how many
points has responder got? It’s an impossible range
having to cater to opener holding both 11 HCPs
with 5·4 and a balanced 15+.

COMPETITION
It’s a jungle out there and instalments 7-10
identified common competitive situations but
barely scratched the surface, and it’s even harder to
summarise. In sequences I’ve put opposition
actions in parentheses.
D Raising partner’s major has a high priority.

e Use a bid of overcaller’s suit – cue-bid – to
show high-card raises with only three trumps.
e When the cheapest available cue-bid is at the
4-level it simply means I’m bidding game to
make – not as a sacrifice or a two-way shot.

www.ebu.co.uk

D Strain to get your major into the mix over
second-seat overcalls:

e After 1® (1t) use double to show 4-4 in the
majors.

e After 1-minor (1™) use double to show four
spades, 1´ to show five-plus.

e After 1-minor (1´) use double to show
hearts, denying either the length (5+) or the
values (9+) to bid 2™.

D When fourth-hand bids, the opener should use
double to show a no trump rebid to that level but
lacking a stop.
Those all address the necessary urgency to
identify fit and values before the auction gets too
high. When partner opens a minor and might have
a strong no trump, responder often has to act with
skimpy values lest game be missed – usually with a
double. Typically these are auctions where the
second-seat makes a jump overcall of opener’s oneminor. Sometimes it is more dangerous to pass than
to bid.

DEVELOPMENTS
When you’ve cracked the basics of five-card majors,
I would recommend looking at the following
refinements:
D After opener’s 1NT rebid methods exist, known
as checkback, to clarify level and strain. These
make artificial use of responder’s rebid, usually
2®, 2t or both.

D Extending opener’s 1NT rebid to 15-17 and the
jump to 2NT becomes 18-19. It is not necessary
to play checkback – but it will help.
D Using game-going/game-plus raises with fourplus trumps (via Jacoby).
D Bidding
shortage-showing
responses
constructive auctions (splinters).

in

D Using fit-showing jumps in competitive auctions.
D Distinguishing between 3- and 4-card raises in
competition.

None is essential but many see you bidding more
r
– and that’s fun.

Please recycle
this magazine when you
have finished with it
April 2019 English Bridge
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by David Gold

Using 1NT-3® as Puppet Stayman

click
link

I

t is common practice to open 1NT with hands
containing a 5-card major when in range to
avoid potential rebid problems, but sometimes
a 5-3 major suit fit gets buried. If this bothers you,
you might want to consider playing 1NT-3® as
Puppet Stayman. Here’s how it works:
1NT

3®

3t

= No 5-card major (says nothing about 4card majors)

3™

= five hearts

3´

= five spades

After opener shows a 5-card major the bidding is
simple and you can play the other major as an
artificial slam try agreeing opener’s major.
After 1NT-3®-3t responder bids 3™ to show
spades and 3´ to show hearts to allow opener to
declare. Opener then bids 3NT without a fit. (After
3NT I recommend playing 4®/t as a raise to 4NT
with four of that minor but that is for another
article!)
An additional benefit of this method is that you
can use it to locate a 4-4 major suit fit when you
have a raise to 3NT with one 4-card major without
revealing unnecessary information about opener’s
majors to the opponents. For example, look at this
layout with West as dealer:
´
™
t
®
KJ92
K2
543
AJ96

1NT-2®-2´-3NT and North, warned off the
spade lead, would probably try the tQ – thus
killing 3NT.
Playing 3® as Puppet Stayman the bidding would
go 1N-3®-3t-3S (showing four hearts)-3NT. Now
nothing has been revealed about opener’s spades so
North has a normal spade lead which lets 3NT
through.

SO WHEN DO WE ACTUALLY USE 2®
STAYMAN?

3NT doesn’t exist.

´
™
t
®

With standard bidding, playing a weak no trump,
the bidding would go:

AQ754
10 4
QJ7
543
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

6
J9865
K 10 9 8 6
10 7
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2® Stayman is used on hands with 4·4 in the
majors, 4·5 in the majors (if playing Smolen),
invitational hands and weak hands (Garbage
Stayman). Also 4·1 in the majors unless you play a
method to fit those hands elsewhere.

West
1NT
2t

10 8 3
AQ73
A2
KQ82

KQ32
AJ98
K2
J98

With East’s hand above, respond 2® to 1NT and
over 2t bid 3NT. (Alert the opponents to the fact
that 4·4 in the majors is expected).
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

East
2®A
3NT

K7654
K82
AK2
54

N
W

West
1NT
3´

E
S

´
™
t
®

QJ2
A765
QJ98
A2

East
3®A
4´

Here the use of Puppet Stayman identifies the
5-3 fit which would be missed with 2® Stayman.

www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

7654
AK3
Q J 10 3
K2

N
W

E
S

West
1NT
2´

´
™
t
®

2
QJ98
AK75
Q J 10 9

East
2®A
3NT

So, what does the 3NT responder rebid mean
here? It certainly shows four hearts and very
occasionally opener may remove 3NT with weak
spades! Here opener continues with 4t and
responder raises to 5t avoiding the trap of 3NT.

IN SUMMARY
Use 3® with one 4-card major and two or three
cards in the other major in a balanced hand which
offers a choice between 3NT and 4™/´.
Use 2® with game forcing 4·4 and 5·4 and 4·1 or
4·0 majors, as well as invitational and weak hands
r
(since 3® is game forcing).

WAVING THE WHITE FLAG
An UnDouble card will be introduced to the
bidding box in 2020. The World Bridge
Federation has determined that, with high-level
openings in particular, the outcome is down to
luck rather than judgement. The new call will
allow you to Undouble after partner’s Double,
which means that there is no penalty at all if the
contract goes down but prohibits either member
of the partnership from bidding again. If the
contract makes, the score is undoubled. In its
announcement of the change, the WBF said,
‘Bridge is a game that has continued to evolve,
with the last major change being made in 1987,
when the non-vulnerable undertrick scoring was
altered, and a redoubled insult was increased to
100’. The European Bridge League will introduce
the change at the same time, and all national
bridge organisations, including the English
Bridge Union, are expected to follow suit.

MAKING THE MOST OF THE UNDOUBLE
English Bridge will be commissioning articles
from its experts before its introduction in April
next year, explaining how the call may be used to
best effect. Multi-packs of the new card will be
available from September from the EBU’s Bridge
Warehouse, www.bridge-warehouse.co.uk.

Photo: Peter Hasenson

Top Norwegian bridge player Geir Helgemo has been banned from bridge
competition for a year, after failing a drugs test following the Rosenblum Cup in
November 2018. In a statement from the World Bridge Federation, all medals,
awards, titles and masterpoints awarded in the Cup and other competitions within
the World Bridge Series 2018 are revoked. Helgemo plays for the Monaco team
Zimmerman which is now disqualified from the Rosenblum Cup final that it
originally won. The Anti-Doping Hearing Panel determined that the other members
of the team were not at fault and allowed the team second place.
www.ebu.co.uk
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by Alan Mould

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

TWO answers - Teams & Pairs
Hand 1
´ AQ2
™ 983
t J 10 7
® 10 9 8 5

South

West

1t
3NT

Pass
All Pass

North
1®
2®

East
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ´2; (c) a heart; (d) tJ

HHHHH

REMEMBER – BONUS MARKS
Fifteen bonus marks (5 for each question)
are available if you also make the correct lead
in the Pairs game. Each question should have
two answers - one for Teams and one for
Pairs. If you don’t specify, it will be assumed
you have chosen the same lead.
An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik
cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.
Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 28 April 2019.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!
ANSWERS TO FEBRUARY’S QUIZ: Page 40
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Hand 2
´ 10 4
™ QJ2
t 7643
® J976
South
West
North
2NT
Pass
3® 1
3´
Pass
4NT2
1
Stayman, 2 Quantitative

East
Pass
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´10; (b) ™Q; (c) a diamond; (d) ®6.

HHHHH
Hand 3
´ A 10 7 6 4
™ A6
t 82
® 9874
South
3™

West
Pass

North
4™

East
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ™A; (c) t8; (d) a club.
www.ebu.co.uk

COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

SUMMER MEETING BACK AT EASTBOURNE
The renovations at the Devonshire Park complex in
Eastbourne are now well underway, and we are excited for
our return in August for the Summer Meeting, to be held in
the newly refurbished
buildings. Exact details
for the congress are still
being finalised, but it
will be based on the
2017 format and it will
take place from the 2nd
to 11th August. Pictured
is an artist’s impression of the refurbishments. When
available,
more
details
will
be
posted
on
www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/summer-meeting, where you
can also link to information about the renovations.

NEW VENUE FOR EASTER
This year sees a change in venue for the Easter Festival in
London. It will be held at the ILEC Conference Centre near
Earls Court. It has an excellent playing room, and better
‘break-out’ areas for between sessions. We have also made
some changes to the Championship Pairs, with a better
schedule while still offering a choice of starting times to try
to help those with other commitments on Good Friday. See
www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/easter-london.
For those living in the top half of the country, the Northern
Easter Festival takes place in Ilkley, Leeds on the same
weekend (19-21 April). For full information see
www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/northern-easter-festival

SPRING BANK HOLIDAY CONGRESS
The Spring Bank Holiday Congress will be held from the
25th to 27th May at the Crowne Plaza, Stratford-uponAvon. This Crowne Plaza hotel was previously part of the
Holiday Inn chain, and is the same venue as has been used
in previous years. The Championship Pairs is a foursession event with a two-session qualifying round on the
Saturday, leading to a pair of two-session ‘all play all’ finals
for the top forty pairs on Sunday. The non-qualifying
players move in to the Swiss Pairs to join those who have
only come to play in this one-day event on the Sunday.
There is a Stratified Swiss Teams on Bank Holiday Monday.
See www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/spring-bank-holidaycongress
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n APRIL 2019
1
1-4
5-7
5-7
6-7
12-14
13-14
19-22
19-21
26-5
27
27-28

Lady Loof Pairs, all over the place
British Spring Sim Pairs, various clubs
Really Easy Spring Break, Banbury
Teltscher Trophy, Edinburgh
National Pairs Final,
Hilton Warwick/Stratford
Lady Milne Trophy, Ireland
Portland Bowl Finals, London
London Easter Festival, Earls Court
Northern Easter Festival, Ilkley
Jersey Festival, St Helier
Garden Cities Regional Finals
Shropshire Congress, Telford

n MAY 2019

3-7
3-5
11-12
13-16
18-19
18
18
19
19
19
25-27

Schapiro Spring Foursomes,
Stratford-upon-Avon
Cheltenham Congress, Cheltenham
National Swiss Teams Congress, Solihull
EBED Spring Sim Pairs
Avon GP weekend, Thornbury
Northants GP Swiss Pairs, Bugbrooke
Sussex GP Swiss Pairs, Uckfield
Kent GP Swiss Teams, Tunbridge Wells
Notts GP Swiss Teams, Spondon
Merseyside & Cheshire GP Swiss Teams,
Chester
Spring Bank Holiday Congress,
Stratford- upon-Avon

n JUNE 2019
1-2
8-9
8-9
8-9
15
15-29
16
22-23
22
23
28-30

Corwen Trophy, Daventry
Pachabo Cup, Bedford
Oxfordshire GP Congress, Woodstock
Yorkshire GP Congress, Harrogate
Garden Cities Final, Solihull
European Open Championships, Turkey
Inter-County League Finals
Berks & Bucks GP Weekend, Windsor
Leicestershire GP Swiss Pairs
Dorset GP Swiss Teams, Wimborne
English Riviera Congress, Torquay

n JULY 2019

5-7
13-14
20-21
20-21

Summer Seniors Congress, Eastbourne
London GP Congress, London, W12
Essex & Herts GP Weekend, Ware
Glos & Herefordshire GP Weekend,
Ross-on-Wye
20
Notts GP Swiss Pairs, Spondon
21
Dorset GP Swiss Pairs, Wimborne
21
Manchester GP Swiss Teams, Hale
21
Sussex GP Swiss Teams, Brighton
22-25 British Summer Sim Pairs
24-28 Scarborough Congress, Scarborough

www.ebu.co.uk

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Lambourne Jersey
Congress
26 April – 5 May
Westhill Country Hotel

Schapiro Spring
Foursomes
3 – 7 May
Crowne Plaza
Stratford-upon-Avon

National Swiss Teams
Congress

Pre-Congress Pairs – BP
Swiss Pairs & Swiss Teams
Midweek Events – BP
Seniors Pairs & Teams
Player of

Schapiro Trophy the Year
Punchbowl Consolation
Hamilton Cup
Four-session
Swiss Teams

11 – 12 May

Organised by Warwickshire CBA on
behalf of the EBU

West Midlands Bridge Club, Solihull

www.nationalswissteams.co.uk

Spring Bank Holiday
Congress
25 – 27 May
Crowne Plaza, Stratford-upon-Avon

English Riviera
Congress
28 – 30 June
Riviera Centre, Torquay

Scarborough
Congress & Northern
Senior Pairs
24 – 28 July
Scarborough Spa Complex

Summer Meeting
2 – 11 August
Devonshire Park, Eastbourne

www.ebu.co.uk

Championship Pairs
with A & B Pairs Finals
(qualifying round – BP)
Swiss Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
One-day Swiss Teams
Two-day
Stratified Swiss Pairs

Seniors Championship Pairs
with A, B & C finals
Open Pairs – BP
Multiple Teams
Stratified Swiss Pairs
W/E Stratified Swiss Pairs
Four Stars Swiss Teams
One-day Swiss Pairs
Midweek Events – BP
Open Pairs & PAB – BP
April 2019 English Bridge
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Ask Robin

Compiled by Robin Barker

Trouble at the table

click
link

N

ick Wedd wrote in with two questions: A
player was defending against a slam with
a one-count, and probably not thinking
much about the play. After seven tricks, he was
summoned (as playing director) to another table,
so he put his hand face-down in front of him and
went to make a book ruling. When he came back,
he picked up his turned cards instead of his hand,
and resumed play.
Tricks eight and nine were uneventful. On trick
ten he played the tJ, and declarer complained that
he’d already played it earlier in the hand. While the
players were discussing whether and how this was
possible, one of them spotted that the offender
had four cards in his hand while everyone else had
three. They realised what had happened and
summoned another director.
The best law is LAW 67 – DEFECTIVE TRICK. The
cards which have been played twice have effectively
made the earlier tricks defective. In particular Law
67B3:
When the Director determines that the offender
did play a card to the trick, but that card was not
placed among the quitted tricks, the Director finds
the card and places it correctly among the offender’s
played cards. The Director shall award an adjusted
score if the same card was played to a subsequent
trick and it is too late to correct the illegal play.
The best that can be done is to put back on the
table the cards that had been played to the first
seven tricks, including restoring the cards which
were played twice to the tricks they were first played
to; and restore the remaining (unplayed) cards to
offender’s hand. Now, offender has not played to
the last three tricks, so these tricks are defective and
can be dealt with by earlier parts of Law 67. If
declarer was deflected from the correct play by
offender playing the wrong cards to these three
tricks, then the director can award an adjusted
score.
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N

ick Wedd’s second question: The contract
is 3NT. The lead is in dummy. Declarer
calls for ‘small trump please’. What
should dummy do?
Saying ‘you’re in no trumps’ would give declarer
information; as would doing nothing. Should she
just play from whatever suit she has laid out on the
right?
There are two schools of thought on this problem.
The ‘fundamentalists’ think dummy should say
nothing and play a small card from the suit on
dummy’s right (where trumps would be, if there
were trumps). But this is not really supported by
law.
The other approach is to treat this as a call ‘for a
card that is not in dummy’ (Law 46B4): the call is
invalid and declarer may designate any legal card.
But the law does not say what dummy should do:
formally, dummy should do nothing and wait for
declarer to designate a legal card; but there is little
harm in dummy saying something neutral like ‘that
card is not in dummy’.

D

avina Arkell asked: The other evening, we
had played about four rounds and it was
declarer’s turn to lead. He placed the ™5
(trumps) on the table, removed his hand, then
said. ‘Oh I did not mean to play that’. The director
confirmed he could change his mind and he
played the t10. (He had not pulled the wrong
card out, just had a minor aberration I presume.)
We continued playing and he made his contract.
Was the director correct in his ruling?
Declarer’s card deliberately detached and placed on
the table is played (Law 45). It was a legal play and
there was no other infraction so the card cannot be
changed (Law 47). The law does not permit a
change of play because of a change of mind.
www.ebu.co.uk

D

ave Parkin had a short question: What is
the ruling on the following bidding
please: 1t – Dble – Pass – Redble ?

That is a new one on me – but it is the same
ruling as 1t – Dble – Pass – Dble !
The inadmissible redouble is cancelled, the
offender can make any legal call, and the auction
continues but offender’s partner must pass
throughout. (Law 36B)
Some other laws may apply: there can be lead
penalties (Law 26B); and if making partner pass
throughout was ‘a good thing’ for the offender then
there can be an adjusted score (Law 72C).

M

artin Illingworth (as Chief TD, Oxford
Bridge Club) asked: I am trying to
understand
why
the
standard
procedural penalty is 6 IMPs at teams compared
with 25% of a top at pairs. Intuitively (to me), 6
IMPs seems much harsher than 25% of a top.
Please can you explain the logic?
There is not necessarily a good answer to this
question. All I can do is give some history.

F

inally, David Holt had a follow-up question:
I was surprised by your response to a query
in December’s magazine about dummy’s
cards being visible. When dummy places his cards
on the table they are visible to all four players and
I have always believed that all players are equally
responsible for checking that thirteen cards can be
seen. Therefore, if one player suffers as a result of
a card not being seen, he is just as responsible as
dummy so there is no rectification. I cannot see
any reason to change my opinion having reread
Laws 41D,42 and 43.
Law 6 shows that each player is responsible for his
own cards, including dummy. No law says that
defenders are responsible for dummy’s cards. Law
41D says that dummy is responsible for displaying
dummy’s cards – only the declaring side is at fault if
this is not done properly.
r

SE COUNTIES JUNIOR BRIDGE CAMP
6 – 7 July 2019
Bowles Activity Centre

Law 12C2 gives ‘average minus’ as 40% (10%
below average) and as -3 IMPs at teams. This can be
seen as equating 10% of a top with 3 IMPs.
Until last year (2018), the EBU standard
procedural penalty was equated with this ‘standard
adjustment’: 10% of a top or 3 IMPs.
Last year, the standard penalty was increased to
25% (more in line with EBL and ACBL) but at
teams the penalty was (only) doubled to 6 IMPs.
Based on the previous yardstick (10% = 3 IMPs),
the new standard procedural penalty is harsher at
match points than at teams.

R

obin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief
Tournament Director. He is editor of
the White Book and looks forward to
answering your questions. Please email
him – robin@ebu.co.uk.

All levels – beginners to junior experts.
Come and enjoy a packed weekend of bridge
entertainment, tuition, coaching & play for young
people from 8-21 years old.
™
Parents can come too!
™
Juniors £75, non-residents £40 inc’g activity course
Adults £90/£40
™
´ Fun competitions, tournaments & prizes ´
™
´ Dry-skiing, rock-climbing & adventure courses ´
For more info and application forms contact:
William Bourne: reg@sccba.co.uk, 07876 350650

The author, English Bridge and the EBU are
not responsible if the information provided is
incorrect or incomplete.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heffalump Traps

by David Bakhshi

Answers from
page 14
Hand 1

´
™
t
®

92
10 9 8 3
Q 10 9 4
QJ2

´
™
t
®

Q83
J5
A873
A984
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

A K J 10 6 4
6
J5
10 7 6 5

75
AKQ742
K62
K3

Despite East’s pre-emptive opening, you have
reached a 4™ contract that is likely to be duplicated
at the other table, so making your contract is your
primary goal.

It cannot help to play dummy’s ´Q at trick one,
and East overtakes the ´9 with the ´10 (in case

´
™
t
®

10 9 8 4 3
Q64
862
K 10

´
™
t
®

K5
AJ52
KJ
AJ543
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q72
K 10 8 3
A5
Q982

AJ6
97
Q 10 9 7 4 3
76

3NT. West leads the ´10.
You have four top tricks, and you expect to win
five diamond tricks after you have forced out the
tA. There is also the chance to win a trick with the
´J following West’s ´10 lead. It looks natural
therefore to play low from the dummy, and when
East plays the ´Q to win with the ´A.
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West led a singleton spade). He then cashes the ´A,
and follows up with the ´K. How high should
South trump on the third round?

4™. East opened a weak 2´. West led the ´9.
East overtook with the ´10 and continued with
the ´A and ´K.

Hand 2

click

There appears to be an inescapable diamond
loser, so if you lose a trump trick your contract will
fail. If South trumps low, West is bound to
overtrump leaving four losers when a diamond
trick is lost. If South trumps high, then West will
discard. If the trumps split 3-2, you will succeed in
winning 10 tricks, but if West started with ™10xxx,
his ™10 will now have been promoted into a fourth
round winner, leaving you with a fourth loser.
There is a neat way to avoid this problem.
Instead of trumping, declarer simply throws the t2
on the third round of spades. If East plays a fourth
spade, declarer can discard, and dummy can
overtrump if West trumps. If East switches to any
other suit, declarer can win in either hand, and
draw trumps. Throwing a diamond loser on the
third spade allows declarer to avoid a trump
promotion.
However, if you play on diamonds and East delays
winning the tA till the second round then you have
a problem. Can you see why? East can return the ´7,
and you will have to win with dummy’s ´K. You will
now find yourself stranded from your remaining
diamond winners, unless the opposition are kind
enough to lead another spade later.
It is possible to avoid this fate, with a little
forward planning. If you assume that the defenders
will win the tA on the second or third round, you
will need an entry to play the rest of your diamond
winners. This entry can only be guaranteed using
the ´A. Declarer should therefore win the ´K at
trick one, then lead the tK from the dummy. East
can duck, but you continue with dummy’s tJ
(overtake if the ace is not played). East can win the
tA, but declarer can win any return, and if
necessary, can cross to the ´A to make her game.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3

´
™
t
®

10 5
KQ973
98
A 10 9 2

´
™
t
®

KQ7
A4
A6532
874

´
™
E
W
t
S
®
´ AJ9863
™ 10
t K74
® K63
N

42
J8652
Q J 10
QJ5

4´. West leads the ™K (and trumps break 2-2).
You have nine top tricks, so you need to find just
one extra trick. This could either come from clubs
(if East has the ®A), or from diamonds if you can
establish a length winner or two. If you win the ™A
at trick one, you can then afford to play two rounds
of trumps (keeping a high spade in the dummy as
an entry). When they split 2-2, you can try
diamonds before falling back on the club finesse.
When losing a diamond trick, it would be

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

J543
J 10 9 5 2
K95
9

´
™
t
®

76
Q6
Q J 10
AQ7643
´ 10 9 8
N
™ 8743
W
E
t A8
S
® J 10 8 5
´ AKQ2
™ AK
t 76432
® K2

3NT. West leads the ™J.
You are in a 3NT contract with values to spare, so
you could be distracted by the thought of
overtricks. However, it can still pay to ensure that
you can secure your contract if possible.
You have eight top tricks, and expect to win at
least one extra trick from clubs, but there is a
potential issue about entries given the blockage in
hearts. You have to win the ™K at trick one, and if
you lead a diamond, then the defenders can simply
win and lead a second heart, establishing at least
three heart winners.
www.ebu.co.uk

preferable to lose the lead to West, so you could try
leading a diamond from the dummy, intending to
duck from hand. However, lacking the tQ down to
the t8, it will not be possible to ensure that East
wins the lead, so you might also try playing three
rounds of diamonds, hoping that West started with
three diamonds.
In either case, if East gains the lead and switches
to clubs, you will only succeed if East has the ®A.
Can the contract be made if this is the layout? South
has another way to ensure that East cannot attack
clubs if diamonds split 3-2. She can try the effect of
playing the ™4 from the dummy at trick one! West
cannot profitably switch suits at trick two. Say he
leads another heart, declarer wins the ™A, and
discards … the t4.
South can now draw trumps in two rounds, then
play three rounds of diamonds, trumping the third
round. When diamonds split 3-2, she crosses to
dummy’s third spade, and cashes the t65, throwing
the ®63 from hand. If diamonds split 4-1, then
declarer could still try leading towards the ®K for
her tenth trick.

Since you have eight clubs you have a good
chance that they will split 3-2. So you start by
cashing the ®K, then cross to the ®Q. When West
discards, you can still cash the ®A and lead a fourth
club to establish dummy’s remaining clubs.
However, this is where the heart issue may become
apparent, since East can win the ®J and return a
heart to leave you unable to get to dummy in
diamonds without allowing the defenders to cash
their remaining hearts.
There is a spectacular solution to this problem.
Can you see what it is?
When you play dummy’s fourth club (or even the
®A), you can try the effect of discarding the ™A!

When East wins the ®J, if he returns a heart then
dummy’s ™Q will now provide an entry to the
clubs. If East instead switches to the ´10, you can
win the ´Q and lead a diamond. East can win the
tA and return a spade, but you win the ´K and lead
another diamond. West can win the tK and return
a spade, but you can now win the ´A and lead a
r
diamond to enjoy all of dummy’s winners.
April 2019 English Bridge
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

Little support for those kind of doubles

click
link

Y

ou, West, face a tricky play problem in the
final of the Spingold, one of the three major
national championships in the United States.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South
.
10 6
´ AKJ93
N
Q 10 4 2
™ K6
E
W
A Q 10 8
t 7
S
Q 10 2
® A9873

West

North

East

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
10 6
Q 10 4 2
A Q 10 8
Q 10 2

South
1®1
Dble2
Pass

Pass
1™
1´
Rdble
2™
3®
3NT
All Pass
1
At least two clubs, 2 Exactly three hearts

North leads t6, seven, king, ace. You play a spade to
the ace and a low club from dummy, on which
South plays the king, you the two and North the six.
South returns t2, eight, nine, club discard from
dummy. North switches to ™7, you play low from
the table, and South wins with the ace. He plays
another diamond through your tQ10, and you
have to decide how to continue.
You have two tricks in each suit for sure at this
point, and you can tell from the play so far (leading
thirds and fifths) that North began with tJ965 and
four hearts. If the clubs break or the spade finesse
is right you can make easily enough, but to prepare
for most eventualities you can cash a few winners.
You win the tQ. A heart to the king is followed by
the ace of clubs, on which North discards a spade.
You now know almost everything about the deal,
which is:
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N/S Game. Dealer South
Q752
9753
J965
6
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AKJ93
K6
7
A9873

84
AJ8
K432
KJ54

The only doubt in your mind is the location of the
´Q and ™J, but you see that by cashing ®Q you can
resolve any problem. If North throws another spade
the queen will fall under the king whoever has it; if
North discards from a red suit it will set up an extra
winner for you to cash and squeeze North again in
spades and the remaining red suit. A progressive
show-up squeeze isn’t your everyday endgame, and
you feel pleased with yourself as you record 430 in
the plus column.
Well played for a loss of 14 IMPs. You see, at the
other table (as at this one) North-South were
operating one of the most barking mad disasterprone conventions known to humankind: the
Support Double. The auction there was:
West

North

East

Pass
1™
1´
Rdble
2t
Dble2
Pass
Pass3
1
Exactly three hearts, 2 Extra values,
3
Content, as they used to say

South
1t
Dble1
Pass

www.ebu.co.uk

The support double, an invention of the great
American player and theorist Eric Rodwell, allows
the opening bidder to distinguish between threeand four-card raises of responder’s suit if the
opponents overcall. Followers of the Law of Total
Tricks consider this an invaluable competitive
weapon because it tells responder the level of the fit,
a magical number that if you bid at, nothing bad
will happen to you.
As you can see, though, it also causes responder to
have to bid something when he knows his side has
seven trumps and might well also not have very
many high cards. At your table, if you could
somehow have contrived to double 2™ for penalty
you wouldn’t have needed all your skills in 3NT –
you could have more than trebled your score by
collecting at least 1400 from vulnerable opponents.
That would have been a flat board, because
although at the other table North-South actually
did bid to the level of their eight-card diamond fit,
it did not do them a lot of good since a dispirited
declarer dropped a trick in the play and went for
1400 anyway.

Congratulations to
Alexander Allfrey, Middlesex
Sarah Teshome, Yorkshire
Garry Watson, Gloucestershire
on becoming

He was Chairman of L&E for six years and
served on the committee before that. He was a
referee for many years and, until recently, the EBU
pro bono advisor.

ADULT TEACHING
AWARD

9
EW 1
N 20
R

PREMIER GRAND MASTERS

There were smiling faces all around as Steve
Barnfield was presented with the EBU Silver
Award by Jeremy Dhondy for his long service to
Regulation and Laws & Ethics.

FO

Support doubles are a really ghastly idea in the
context of a weak no trump system where you will
very often have a better use for opener’s second
round double. They are a pretty ghastly idea even in
a strong no trump system, especially if coupled with
the modern tendency to respond on very little. They
aren’t a bad idea in the context of a strong club
system, which is what Eric Rodwell plays, because
you don’t need a double to show a good hand (you’d
have opened a strong club with one of those) and
responder doesn’t have to keep the bidding open on
nothing. Despite this, they have become hugely
popular with everyone except North-South at the
other table in your match, who don’t like them very
r
much at all any more.

SILVER AWARD

English Bridge Education & Development
has launched a new annual teaching award to
celebrate a teacher who has made an outstanding
contribution by teaching bridge.

Nomination forms have been emailed to all
current students. Examples of some of the criteria
that EBED is looking to base the award on are:

D A significant impact a bridge teacher has had
on your life or the life of your community
D A significant improvement which has impacted
on a bridge club due to a teacher’s activity
D A teacher who you feel has gone ‘above and
beyond’ to further the teaching of bridge

The award is specifically for the teaching of
bridge to adults. Nominations are welcomed from
any interested party. For more information or to
request a nomination form emails should be sent
to david@ebedcio.org.uk by 17th May 2019.

Premier Grand Masters
the English Bridge Union’s highest rank,
requiring a minimum 1,500 Green Points

www.ebu.co.uk
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by Alan Mould

Answers to February’s Problems

click
link

REMEMBER THE NEW PAIRS BONUS INTRODUCED IN DECEMBER

but still suffers from the same problems as a
spade, and would have still let the contract
through at the table. The right lead is this:

Hand 1
´ Q 10 9 5 4
™ 10 9
t A5
® AQ53
South
1t

West
1´

North
5t

(c)tA: 10 marks. If only to look at the dummy.
East
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´10; (b) ™10; (c) tA; (d) ®A

This month, problem 1 was given to me by
European and world champion and friend John
Holland and comes from a local event; problem 2
came from the England trials for the European
mixed teams and was reported in his column by
Tom Townsend; and problem 3 was sent to me by
Lancashire player, former teammate and friend Rick
Bentley.

And in this case as soon as dummy comes down
you know what to do!

(d) ®A: 8 marks. Not as good as the tA since this
could give away a trick and that trick could be the
setting one, whereas the tA will only give a trick
in the highly unlikely scenario that partner has
something like the stiff king.
Pairs Bonus: tA – 5 marks. The tA is even clearer
in my opinion
Hand 2
´ Q 10 8 6
™ K874
t 5
® KQ97

Hand 1: In auctions like this there is obviously a lot
of distribution around, frequently voids. And
sometimes tricks can disappear if you do not cash
them. This is not the sort of auction on which to
lead passively.

(a) ´10: 2 marks. It is highly unlikely that you will
have many tricks in this suit. Plus, guess which
suit the Five Diamond bidder is most likely to be
short in? At the table dummy was 0-5-6-2 and
declarer has AK of spades and a collection of low
clubs. Whoops!

(b) ™10: 3 marks. A bit more likely to set up a trick,

South

West

1NT1
Pass
2™
Pass
1
15-17, 2 Stayman

North
Pass
2®2
4™

East
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´6; (b) ™4; (c) t5; (d) ®K.

Hand 2: An unattractive selection and the marks
reflect how close I feel it is. Do we need to be passive
or aggressive? If passive, how?

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Robin Squire
London

Open: Keith Sharp
Malmesbury

Sponsored by
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(a) ´6: 3 marks. I do not like this lead at all. It may
cost a trick running round to declarer’s jack.
(b) ™4: 10 marks. This is close in my view at teams.
I have enough that I am going passive. Trumps are
4-1 (this lead is unlikely to cost a trick), nothing is
breaking for declarer. Let’s see if he can make 10
tricks without aid.

(c) t5: 6 marks. If you hit the ace and get a ruff

then this contract is probably, but not definitely
off. Or if your ™K is a trick and partner has a
quick entry you will be fine. But if you do not hit
the ace you may well do nasty things to partner’s
diamond holding.

(d) ®K: 8 marks. At least it gets you your trick but
it may help declarer. At the table it was round into
AJ10…
This time a trump was far and away the best lead
(not that I am biased) and a diamond was fine.
Pairs Bonus: a heart – 5 marks. At Pairs I think a
heart is clear cut, so five marks for that.
Hand 3
´ 10 7 6 4
™ QJ43
t 764
® 73
South

West

1®
Pass
1´
Pass
2NT
Pass
1
Fourth suit forcing

North
1™
2t1
3NT

Declarer is usually short in dummy’s first suit on
this kind of sequence – after all they have bid two
suits and shown a stop in the fourth suit – how
many of dummy’s suit can declarer have? So it is
often a good source of tricks. On this occasion you
strike gold as the hearts are 4441 round the table
with partner holding A109x and the ®A. One off
and the next board. Nothing else beats it.

(c) ™3: 7 marks. Right idea but not good enough as

you need to stay on lead to lead the next one
through.
(d) a diamond: 4 marks. It probably does not do
any harm, but is it going to achieve much?

Pairs Bonus: ™Q – 5 marks. Of all the problems this
month, this one is the trickiest at Pairs. I am torn
between the passive diamond and the ™Q. The
™Q is usually right but when it is wrong it will be
horrible (declarer having Kx opposite A10xxx or
dummy having AK10xx). But people usually bid
2™ with two hearts in these sequences so I am still
going to go for it. I have no complaints with
anyone who thinks a diamond is right at Pairs.r

SEND IN YOUR LEAD
CONUNDRUMS
East
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´4; (b) ™Q; (c) ™3; (d) a diamond.

Why not take advantage of Alan’s
expertise and send in hands where the
lead has foxed you? Email the editor,
lou@ebu.co.uk and if suitable, Alan
would be delighted to use them.

HARROGATE CONGRESS

Hand 3: Did you notice that partner has passed?
This means that the opposition have at least 26
HCP between them – plenty of values for game.
Partner also did not double 2t or overcall 1´. We
have no surprises in clubs for declarer, so, it is
going to take something special to beat this
contract.

(a) ´4: 2 marks. A lead round into declarer’s second
suit when we have no real honours in it and no
entry. Why?

(b) ™Q: 10 marks. If you are going to beat this
contract everything has to be working for you.
www.ebu.co.uk

Congratulations to Nick Hunter & Ruby Schnalke
and Kiat Huang & Mark Wardell from
Lincolnshire who won the main teams event at the
Harrogate Congress.
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European Mixed Teams

by David Bird

Strong finish secures place in China

click
link

T

hirty countries contested the inaugural
holding of the European Mixed Teams. After
a 29-match round robin, the top eight teams
would qualify for the World Mixed Teams final in
China’s Wuhan. England sent a powerful squad:
Sally Brock & Barry Myers, Frances Hinden &
Graham Osborne, Fiona Brown & Michael Byrne.
For your entertainment, we will begin with an
outrageous piece of good fortune enjoyed by
England against the strong Italy team.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ A7
™ Q654
t 10 9 7 3
® 653
Q 10 9
´ J5432
N
K87
™
A9
W
E
S
AKQ86
t –
J 10
® AKQ842
´ K86
™ J 10 3 2
t J542
® 97

West
Osborne
1´A
3™A
4t
4NT

North
Attanasio
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Hinden
1®
2´
3´
4´
6®

South
Manara
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Osborne’s 1´ response showed diamonds and
Hinden’s 2´ rebid was natural, showing a true
reverse. With three suits bid, the 3™ continuation
was fourth-suit forcing, and East then showed a
fifth spade. West bid his diamond control, agreeing
spades as trumps, and Hinden signed off in 4´.
The crunch moment came when Osborne bid
Roman Key-card Blackwood. If Hinden had bid 5™
to show her two key-cards, they could have stopped
42 English Bridge April 2019

in 5´. She chose to respond 6®, indicating two keycards and a ‘useful void’. It is debatable whether a
void in partner’s main suit should be regarded as
useful. She knew that West held only three spades,
since he had bid 3™ instead of 3´. The weakness of
her own trumps might have suggested caution. 6´
would have been hopeless, of course, but Osborne
decided to pass 6®!
Gabriella Manara spent some time considering
her opening lead. It looked impossible for her to
find a spade lead, and eventually she led the ™J.
Hinden won in hand and drew two rounds of
trumps with the jack and ten. She then ruffed a
diamond in her hand, drew the last trump and
returned to dummy with the ™K. The diamond suit
broke 4-4 and she was able to discard four spades
for +920.
At the other table. Italy stopped efficiently in 4´,
losing 10 IMPs. Belgium and Iceland also bid and
made 6®. Croatia achieved a greater miracle,
somehow collecting 990 for making 6NT.
After two days play, England was second in the
table, behind Sweden. Day 3 was not so good. We
lost the first match 14-32 to Serbia, who were in
bottom position, and ended the day in 8th place.
Latvia had a wonderful tournament. They were
leading the field when England faced them on this
deal:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer East.
´ J4
™ K653
t A64
® K872
AK763
´2
N
7
™
A Q 10 9 8 4 2
W
E
S
Q853
tJ
AJ9
®Q654
´ Q 10 9 8 5
™ J
t K 10 9 7 2
® 10 3

www.ebu.co.uk

West
Byrne

North
Romanovska

East
Brown
4™

South
Lorencs
All Pass

South led the ®10 and Brown won with dummy’s
ace, continuing with the ´AK to ditch her diamond
loser. Since the risk of a club ruff was evident, she
continued with a trump to the ace, dropping South’s
jack. It was then a simple matter to draw trumps,
making an overtrick.
West
Rubins

North
Osborne

East
Alfejeva
4™

South
Hinden
All Pass

Hinden led the ´10, declarer winning and playing
a second top spade to discard her diamond loser.
‘Trump, please,’ she said.
There is something to be said for finessing the ™Q
instead of the ™10. The two cards have equal
prospects if trumps break 3-2. When South has a
singleton honour, finessing the queen gives you a
chance of only one loser; finessing the ™10 does
not. Declarer played to the ™10 and Hinden won
with the ™J. Declarer ruffed the spade return and
played the ace of trumps, South showing out. What
should she do now?

Although declarer has four trumps to North’s
™K6, it is essential that she plays on clubs next. After
a club to the jack and king, she can ruff the low
diamond return and cross to the ®A, seeing the
®10 fall from South. The ®9, a diamond ruff and
the ®Q would then leave her with ™Q9, good for a
tenth trick.
When declarer played a trump instead, Osborne
won and played the tA. Declarer ruffed and drew
the last trump, Hinden ditching the ®10. A club to
the jack lost to the king and a further diamond
removed East’s last trump. With the club suit
blocked, Osborne made the setting trick with the
®8. England gained 11 IMPs and Latvia won the
match by 35-30.
The final day’s play started with England in 11th
place. They would need a strong finish to end in the
qualifying places for China.
England beat Spain by 15.79 VPs to 4.21. They
then beat Bulgaria 12.61-7.39. In the penultimate
match England faced Romania. East/West had a
choice of games to bid on this deal:
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ K J 10 7
™ 652
t 10 7 5
® K 10 3
A92
´ 4
N
Q93
™ KJ84
E
W
S
A984
t KQJ6
J62
® A874
´ Q8653
™ A 10 7
t 32
® Q95

West
Stegaroiu

North
Hinden

East
Ionita

Pass
2t
5t

Pass
Pass
All Pass

1t
3´

South
Osborne
Pass
Pass
Pass

West’s 2t was ‘inverted’, showing a good raise. It
seems to me that East should rebid 2™, showing his
stopper in the search for a possible 3NT contract.
He preferred a splinter bid of 3´ and now West
thought for quite a time. Commentating on Bridge
Base Online, I said ‘The longer she thinks, the more
certain it is that Hinden will lead a spade against
3NT.’ West’s eventual choice was 5t, and Osborne
led the ´3 to dummy’s ace.
It may seem that declarer has a chance of four
trumps, three hearts, two black aces and two spade
ruffs. It cannot be done. Declarer ruffed a spade,
crossed to the ™Q and ruffed dummy’s last spade
with the tJ. He tried the ™K next, Osborne winning
and returning a heart. The contract went one down.
West
Byrne

North
G. Mihai

East
Brown

Pass
1t
2NT

Pass
Pass
Pass

1®
2t
3NT

South
R. Mihai
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North chose to lead a heart rather than a spade.
Byrne could then set up the hearts and claim nine
tricks for 12 IMPs and an eventual win by 26-21
(11.70-8.30 in VPs). In the final round England
completed a splendid all-win final day, defeating the
strong Poland team by 11.95 VPs to 8.05. Cont/p46
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CAMROSE TROPHY

by David Bird

EBU team outplay England

click
link

T

he first Camrose weekend had ended with
the EBU (a second England team, making up
the numbers to six) on 64.98 VPs and
England on 57.88. Wales and Northern Ireland were
not far behind.
For the second weekend, both England and the
EBU fielded six new players. These teams faced
each other on Saturday morning.

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ KJ8432
™ A8
t 2
® 10 8 5 2
A765
´ –
N
10 9
™ 754
W
E
S
A Q 10 9 8 6 5
t KJ743
–
® K7643
´ Q 10 9
™ KQJ632
t –
® AQJ9

West
Bell
5t
Dble

North
Taylor
2´
Dble
All Pass

East
Gold
Pass
6t

South
Cox
4´
6´

Suppose you were sitting East. What meaning
would you attribute to partner’s double of 6´? Is it
a Lightner Double, requesting an unusual opening
lead, often in a suit that West can ruff? Or does it
mean: ‘Well, South bid only 4´ first time round, so
I guess I should double’?
Gold made no mistake. He read the double as
Lightner and led a club. West ruffed and his trump
ace put the slam one down.
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West
Small
3t
Pass
Pass
Dble

North
Allfrey
2t
3™
4´
6´
All Pass

East
Cooke
Pass
4®
5t
Pass

South
Robson
2NT
4t
6™
Pass

Allfrey opened with a multi and Robson’s 2NT
relay asked for more information. North’s 3™ rebid
was a transfer to spades. Cooke bid 4® to show a
club side suit and a fit for partner’s diamonds. Was
this a good idea? It allowed Robson to judge that his
clubs sat over East’s king. He cue-bid 4t and later
bid 6™ to offer partner a choice of slams. West again
doubled 6´ and East had to find a lead.
At this table South had bid very strongly indeed
and there should have been no doubt that West’s
double was Lightner. East led a surprising t3 and
the doubled slam was made. England gained 16
IMPs, but lost the 32-board match by 64 IMPs to
55.
When England faced Ireland, there was some
splendid defence at both tables on this board:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ Q76
™ K65
t 7654
® AQ7
10 3
´ KJ95
N
10 7 3
™ J42
W
E
S
10 8 3 2
tAKJ
10 6 5 2
®J98
´ A842
™ AQ98
t Q9
® K43
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West
Allfrey
Pass
All Pass

North
Hanlon
Pass
2NT

East
Robson
1®
Pass

South
Carroll
Dble
3NT

Robson led the ™J, an eccentric choice that was to
cause declarer a problem later in the play. When
Hanlon won with the king and played a diamond,
Robson won with the tK and played the ™4.
Declarer won with dummy’s ace and led the tQ to
East’s ace. The tJ would have worked well now.
West had signalled count with the 8 and 3, which
for many partnerships would suggest t10832
(signalling with the second- and third-best cards).

When Robson switched to the ´K, Hanlon won
with dummy’s ace and played a club to the queen.
Robson was then thrown in with a diamond to the
jack. After considerable thought, he exited with the
™2. Declarer had to guess whether East had led the
™J from J1042 or J42. He called for the ™9 and was
one down. It had been an exciting deal to watch.
West
Glynn
Pass
All Pass

North
Osborne
Pass
2NT

East
Walsh
1®
Pass

South
Forrester
Dble
3NT

only fair if I present one of their triumphs. Again it
is from the match against England:
Love All. Dealer East.
´ K865
™ AQ
t J 10 9 4 3 2
® 10
´ AJ92
´ 74
N
™ K843
™ J92
W
E
S
t KQ
t76
® QJ6
®A87543
´ Q 10 3
™ 10 7 6 5
t A85
® K92

West
Small

North
Allfrey

Pass
Dble

3t
All Pass

East
Cooke
3®
Pass

South
Robson
Pass
3NT

Cooke chose a good moment to open with an
adventurous 3®. Allfrey and Robson then bid
forwardly, arriving in 3NT doubled. A retreat to 4t
would have been only one down, probably not
doubled, but the contract stood.
Robson ducked the ®Q lead and won the next
club. His next move was a spade to the king. When
this won, there was some prospect of making 3NT
if East had started with seven clubs.

At this table Walsh started strongly, with his three
top diamonds. He then switched to the ®9,
Osborne winning with dummy’s king. Osborne
cashed his winners in hearts and clubs, leaving
himself with ´A84 in dummy opposite ´Q76 in his
hand. East, who held ´KJ9, was fearing an end-play.
When the ´4 was led, Glynn rescued his partner by
inserting the ´10. 3NT was then one down, for an
eventful flat board.

Robson led the t2 to the 7, 8 and queen. It was a
black moment for him when West produced the
®6. East won and played his club winners, Small
choosing the ™K as his first discard. Five club tricks,
a diamond and three spades gave the EBU a
handsome 1100 for five down. At the other table,
East did not open and North lost 150 playing in 3´.
The EBU gained 14 IMPs.

With two matches to be played, the three top
teams were: EBU 109.98 VPs, England 96.44,
Northern Ireland 90.57. The other three teams were
way behind. EBU inflicted a heavy defeat on Ireland
(by 83-28) and were surely about to win the
Camrose. Since I have already described a board
where the EBU lost a sizable number of IMPs, it is

When play finished on the Sunday, the EBU had
won the Camrose Trophy handsomely. Many
congratulations to Ben Green & Ankush
Khandelwal, Cameron Small & Jon Cooke, Peter
Taylor & John Cox (npc Chris Dixon), who scored
a fabulous 76.60 VPs out of 100. The final scores are
shown on page 46.
r
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EUROPEAN MIXED TEAMS
Brock and Myers finished sixth in the Butler pairs
ranking, scoring a fine +0.65 IMPs per board.
Brown and Byrne were 20th with a very good +0.36
IMPs per board. It is always difficult to reach world
championship finals from the powerful Europe
r
group. Many congratulations to our team!

Cont from page 43

These were the qualifiers for the world final:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sweden
Latvia
France
Poland
England
Denmark
Italy
Romania

VPs
389.04
364.89
356.68
348.06
340.21
339.39
338.31
336.82

England’s European Mixed Team, from left: Barry Myers,
Michael Byrne, Frances Hinden, Sally Brock, Graham Osborne,
Fiona Brown and Jeffrey Allerton (NPC)

CAMROSE TROPHY

Cont from page 45

2019 CAMROSE SCORES
1st w/e 2nd w/e

VPs

1

EBU

64.98

76.60

141.58

2

England

57.88

68.53

126.41

N. Ireland 50.05

59.60

109.65

3
4

Scotland

43.42

34.54

77.96

5

Wales

54.55

30.66

85.21

6

Ireland

30.17

28.07

58.24

Victors 1! The EBU team playing in the first
weekend, from left: Peter Hasenson (NPC), Gerald
Tredinnick, Gunnar Hallberg, Derek Patterson,
Andrew McIntosh, Andrew Black & Phil King.

Full Camrose match report on page 44

Victors 2! The EBU team playing in the second
weekend, from left: Peter Taylor, Cameron Small,
Jon Cooke, Chris Dixon (NPC), Ben Green, Ankush
Khandelwal & John Cox.
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 24

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts

click
link

1. E/W Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
43
A8
A K J 10 5 4 3
J9
´
™
t
®

West
Hanlon
1t
2™
3NT
6t

765
QJ432
9
KQ85

´
™
t
®

N
E

W
S

All our deals will be taken from the first weekend of the
2019 Camrose Trophy.

AKJ98
K 10 6
6
A 10 6 4

Q 10 2
975
Q872
732

North
Gordon
1™
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
Carroll
Dble
3™
4NT

South
Kane
Pass
Pass
Pass

Ireland (E/W here) faced Scotland. East’s double showed
4+ spades. What do you think West should rebid? Hanlon
chose 2™ to show a strong hand but this was hardly
descriptive. He must have thought that a jump to 3t would
not do justice to his playing strength. On the next round he
felt obliged to bid 3NT. East had too much to pass and
advanced with a natural 4NT try. Hanlon accepted, bidding
6t to show his hand type at last, and the best contract had
been reached.
On any lead but a club, the play would have been fairly
easy. Gordon led the king of clubs, won in the dummy. Very
reasonably, Hanlon played the two top trumps. The slam
could not then be made.

At the other table the bidding started 1t – 1´ – 2t,
North not overcalling. Scotland stopped in 3NT and picked
up a somewhat fortunate 13 IMPs for their +660.

Awards: 6t (10), 5t/4NT/3NT (6), 6NT (4), grands (2).

2. Love All. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

K 10 8 4
AK984
KQ7
10

N
W

West
Morrison
1™
3™
4t
4NT
6™

E
S

´
™
t
®

A76
Q 10 6 2
10 3 2
AQ6

East
Faben
2NT
3NT
4™
5´

Wales faces Scotland. The Scottish East uses
the Jacoby 2NT to show at least a sound raise
to game in hearts, including 4+ trumps.
West’s 3™ rebid shows extra values and leaves
space for cue-bidding. What should East say
next?

The purpose of a cue-bid is two-fold. It shows a control;
it can also indicate extra strength. For this reason a
convention known as the ‘Serious 3NT’ was conceived by
Eric Rodwell. Here 3´ would show a spade control but no
extra values for the Jacoby response. Faben judged that he
had extra values and continued with a ‘Serious 3NT’. He
then limited his hand by bidding 4™ on the next round.
Since West had already shown something extra, he could
have passed 4™. At the most, it seems, he might have bid 4´,
a further cue-bid. He chose to use RKCB and the resultant
hopeless slam went one down.
West
S Richards
1™
3™

East
J Richards
2NT
4™

The Wales East/West picked up a well-deserved 11 IMPs.
Jonny Richards rebid 4™ to tell partner he held a minimum
Jacoby response. If West was strong enough to make a slam,
he could advance on his hand.

Awards: 4™ (10), 3NT (9), 5™ (8), slams (2).
www.ebu.co.uk
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3. Game All. Dealer East

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
K3
K84
A K 10 5 4
A62

10 9 6 5 4
10 7 6 3
932
10
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West
Erichsen

North
Hall

1NT
2t
3NT

Pass
Pass
All Pass

´
™
t
®

A72
J2
QJ86
9875

QJ8
AQ95
7
KQJ43
East
Liggins
Pass
2®
2NT

South
Campbell
1®
Dble
Pass

England faces Northern Ireland and Liggins holds an
unimpressive 8-count. Vulnerable and playing IMPs, he
decides to make a game-try opposite partner’s 1NT
overcall. A direct response of 2NT would have been
conventional, so he travels via Stayman. South doubles to
show good clubs and the England pair arrives in 3NT.
Since North holds a club honour, the game cannot be
beaten. South cannot afford to overtake the ®10 lead,
which wins the first trick. Declarer takes the ´5 switch
with dummy’s ace and promptly sets up the ™K for his
ninth trick.
At the other table East passed the 1NT overcall and
England gained 10 IMPs.

Awards: 3NT (10), 2NT/1NT (5), 3t/2t(4), 5t (1).

4. Game All. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
A
Q753
AJ62
9873

982
K9864
Q 10
A65
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

KQ63
A2
43
K Q J 10 2

J 10 7 5 4
J 10
K9875
4

West
Greenwood

North
Black

East
Anderson

Pass
1t
3®

Pass
Pass
Pass

1®
1´
5®

South
Hallberg
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Northern Ireland faces the EBU. David Greenwood passes
on the West cards, which would have met with the approval
of the great Terence Reese. ‘Do not strain to open 4·4·4·1
hands,’ was his advice. ‘If the opponents open and win the
auction, they will run into a bad trump break.’
West’s 1t response was a transfer, showing hearts. East’s
bidding suggested 4·5 shape in the black suits, and West
preferred to show jump preference for clubs rather than
rebidding 2NT. I don’t like East’s 5® bid much, on 4·2·2·5
shape. He should have bid a fourth-suit 3t and could then
have passed West’s 3NT. Hallberg led the t7. (It is usually
right to attack the unbid suit when opponents veer from
3NT to five of a minor.) The game had to go one down.
West
King

North
Hall

East
McIntosh

Pass
2®
3NT

Pass
Pass
All Pass

1NT
2´

South
Campbell
Pass
Pass
Pass

East opened with an off-shape 1NT. Nine tricks were made
after a diamond lead to the 10 and a spade switch. It was 12
IMPs to the EBU.
Awards: 3NT (10), 5® (5), part-scores (3).
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5. N/S Game. Dealer North

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
A643
K985
AJ963
–

10 9 8
QJ732
10 8 5
10 4
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K2
A 10
KQ2
AKQJ32

QJ75
64
74
98765

West
North
S Richards McMaugh
Pass
2t
Pass
3®
Pass
4t
Pass

East
J Richards
2®
2NT
3NT
6NT

South
Rudzinski
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

6. E/W Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

A 10 6 5 2
K 10 2
A5
KJ3

W

West
Tredinnick
1NT
2´
3´
4t
4NT
6´

E

´
™
t
®

QJ74
A54
KQ97
A2

East
Patterson
2®
3™
4®
4™
5´
All Pass

Wales faced Ireland here and none of the four East/West
pairs on Bridge Base Online reached the splendid 7NT. 7t
is also a great contract, but 7® would have gone down.
Who do you blame at this table?
West’s 4t, after Puppet Stayman, was natural and
showed at least a 5-card suit. East should have seen that
7NT would be playable if West held two aces. He should
have cue-bid 4™ and then bid RKCB over West’s 4´ cuebid. A contract of 7NT might have chances, even if one or
other minor suit broke badly.

Awards: 7NT (10), 7t (8), 7® (6), small slams (4).

The EBU faces Wales. Gerald Tredinnick opens a 14-16
1NT and his 2´ Stayman response promised four (or five)
spades. Patterson invited a slam by bidding three of the
other major, a useful device. After three cue-bids
Tredinnick used RKCB to find two key-cards and the ´Q.
It was an excellent auction and thirteen tricks were made
when the ´K was onside.
West
Rees
1´
4´

East
Salisbury
2NT
All Pass

The Wales pair play a weak 1NT, so 4´ may have indicated
a 15-16 balanced hand. It was a poor auction on these
values, and 13 IMPs were deposited in the EBU account

Awards: 6´ (10), 6NT (7), 7´ (6), 7NT/games (3).
Our Camrose experts pick up 41/60. If you beat them, on these quite difficult hands, you did well. We will
end, as always, by seeking some bidding tips.

TIPS TO REMEMBER

D Do not make a nebulous strength-showing cue-bid when you can describe your hand better with a
natural call that expresses your values.
D Nowadays, more and more auctions are forcing to game. The Serious 3NT is a useful convention that
allows you to make a cue-bid whether or not you hold extra values. Look it up on the internet.
D We were all taught in our bridge infancy that nine tricks are easier to make than eleven. Unlike some
traditional guidelines, this is a good one. Do not head for a minor-suit game unless you are sure that
3NT will be no good.
D When partner opens 1NT or 2NT and shows a major in response to your Stayman bid, you can use a
bid in the other major to suggest a slam in partner’s suit.
r
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Overseas Bridge – Athens

I

t’s a sunny Tuesday early afternoon in Athens
and you are playing in the Swiss Teams. Your
opponents bid a (relatively) confident 6´ and
you (West) are on lead. What do you choose,
holding ´6 5 ™10 9 2 tA J 10 8 ®K 9 7 3?
The Swiss Teams was the last event of the highly
enjoyable EBU Bridge Overseas Spring Congress,
held over seven days at the Wyndham Grand Hotel
close to central Athens. This five-star hotel, selected
for its location as well as
excellent playing facilities, was
a great base for exploring
Athens. The view from the
ninth-floor dining room over
Athens to the Acropolis was
simply stunning; it’s hard to
imagine a better place to enjoy
breakfast.
As in previous years, the
Athens EBU Spring Congress
provided an ideal opportunity
to combine playing friendly
but serious bridge with sight-seeing, both in Athens
itself and on two enjoyable and rewarding longer
tours organised through Bridge Overseas. Getting
around was easy. Many of the players took
advantage of the very good transport links
(including the five-day €9 travel pass) in the city to
visit Piraeus, central Athens, and (of course), the
Acropolis and Parthenon. And there were lots of
local restaurants where everyone could eat, drink
and relax after play finished.
So what have you chosen to lead against 6´? The
tA seems a fairly safe bet. Dummy goes down with
´87 ™AKJ73 tQ4 ®Q1086. Your partner follows
with the t3, playing attitude signals. What now?

by Chris Benneworth
The two main events of the Congress were the
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams, each played over ten
eight-board rounds. The Swiss Pairs was won by Sue
McIntosh & Philip Cooper, who also won the Open
Pairs. The Swiss Teams was won by Sue O’Hara,
Ruth Edmondson, Brigid McElroy and Nelson
Stephens. Other winners were Shirley Goldwin &
Brian Crack (Pre-congress pairs), Val Mollison,
Cath Fox, Ann Owen and Paul Mollison (Pivot
Teams), Veronica & Andrew
Petrie (Mixed Pairs), Cath Fox
& Ann Owen (Ladies Pairs)
and Emile Lawy & Richard
Spencer (Men’s Pairs).
At the end of a very lively
Congress, the prize-giving and
presentation
on
Tuesday
evening, with farewell drinks
provided by Bridge Overseas,
was a very pleasant event. After
a brief introduction from
David Jones, Andrew Petrie gave a vote of thanks,
which was well received. Hannah from Bridge
Overseas then presented the trophies to the session
winners, after which David presented certificates to
commemorate memorable events of the Congress.
Did you get it right ? You need to switch to a club
as partner holds the ace. Anything else and the
losing club goes away on the ™K. The hand was
played sixteen times: four pairs bid the slam missing
two aces, and only one went off! The full deal can be
seen online, page 67.

The next Overseas Congress takes place in
Sicily, 8th - 14th October.
r

Athens results on
www.ebu.co.uk/results/721
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SEEKING A GENDER BALANCE

A

t a recent training weekend for Panel
Tournament Directors and Trainees,
Professor Samantha Punch from Stirling
University delivered a session on Gender Inequalities
and Bridge, which was received constructively by
participants. The subject was approached with
regard to both officials and players. In the first
category the training session was illuminating: there
were 24 people attending, of whom only four were
women. On the EBU Panel of TDs, the ratio is six
women to 31 men. Of the National Directors (the
highest rank on the Panel) there
is only one woman, Sarah
Amos, compared to eight men.
Female TDs are represented
better at club level, although at a
ratio of about 2:1 there is still a
significant imbalance, so the
interesting debate is why
women do not progress in the
same proportion to become
Panel TDs? There is no evidence
to suggest that men are better
directors than women. In fact,
comments from the Panel
Directors at the training
weekend suggested that women
directors are better than men at
resolving conflict at the bridge
table when it arises. Could the
EBU be more proactive in
encouraging women to apply to go on the panel?
Gordon Rainsford, the EBU’s Chief TD, said, ‘we
do value our women TDs and would be very happy
to see more. The first step to joining the Panel is by
taking the EBU County Course, which takes place in
September each year and from where the most
successful participants are invited to join the Panel
as trainees. Since we know there are many women
TDs doing a great job in clubs across the country,
we would be pleased if more of them felt they would
like to progress further up the ladder, and were
encouraged by their clubs and counties to do so.’
There are things which can be done, from the
club all the way up to international level, that can
help redress the gender balance. If you are on the

by Maggie Pyner & Rob Sassoon

committee at your local club, it is possible that you
are in need of more people to volunteer to be TDs.
When looking for willing recruits, make sure to ask
all your players and, if you are going to send a few
people on an upcoming EBU Club TD course, try
and make sure you are not sending an entire cohort
of men.
The question of gender-free language is also often
raised and Nicole Barclay (one of our Panel TDs)
has worked on producing a version of the Laws,
using gender-neutral language, which the World
Bridge Federation has said they
will make available on their
website. This will mean that if
the Law is read out verbatim it
will be directly relevant to any
person.
Last, a general comment for
all – when talking to, or about,
players or TDs, think about
whether you would use the
same descriptive language if
you were talking about a man
instead of a woman, or vice
versa. For example, you may
refer to a male TD as assertive at
the table but call a female TD
bossy in otherwise identical
circumstances. Why can’t a
male TD be bossy or a female be
assertive?
In conclusion, when companies have successful
outcomes in gender equality, they show a full-scale
commitment, with clearly defined initiatives that
are necessary to achieve their goal. However, the
commitment is futile unless it cascades throughout
every part of the organisation to ensure that every
individual contributes to the effort. Gender equality
in the world of bridge is playing catch-up. The EBU
has shown itself to be forward-looking by, for
example, being perhaps the first NBO to publish a
policy about the participation of transgender
players in women’s and mixed events. What we need
is for all of us to continue to aim to be at the
forefront of countering gender bias both in our
game and among our TDs.
r

Picture courtesy of the Charles M Schulz Museum and Research Center, Santa Rosa, California
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TROUBLE FINDING A PARTNER? TRY SPEED DATING IN DEVON

O

ne club in Devon has hit upon a brilliant
idea to bring back lapsed members and
encourage other local players to play more
frequently at its club – using its own version of
speed dating!
Exeter Bridge Club already uses its website as a
partner-finding service, but it is mainly for one-off
fixtures. Chairman Clare Hamon explained that
several members were keen to find permanent
partners and wanted to talk to them face to face
before committing to play together. From those
conversations, the idea of running a free event
modelled on speed dating was developed. Club
members publicised the idea among
current, lapsed and prospective
members, and found a date which
suited eight people. Clare sent out an
aide memoire in advance (see below).
To assist some participants who are
not particularly IT literate, she
completed a form for them, circulated
all eight in advance, and printed
copies for perusal on the day.
On arrival, the participants were
given a timetable of the seven rounds:
where they needed to sit and with whom. They all
agreed five minutes would be enough for each chat
and it was, with occasional gentle cajoling! Everyone
seemed to enjoy it.

The initiative has been very successful. Several
people have played together, with at least one
regular partnership developing and many keen to
play with new faces when their usual partners are
away, often commenting that they would not have
approached that person without having talked to
them at the speed-dating event.
One lapsed member rejoined,
and two people new to the area
applied for membership. The
club is planning to repeat it roughly
every two months.

QUESTIONS FOR AN AIDE
MEMOIRE

D Days/times available to play

D Preferred basic system(s)

D Additional conventions

D Goals for the next few months

D Do you want a partnership in which you discuss
games afterwards at a separate time? If so, would
that be by e-mail, face to face, or by telephone?
D Do you want to play purely for pleasure/
relaxation or more seriously?
D Which do you prefer talking about: bidding or
card play?
Thanks Exeter! It’s a great idea.

r

Exeter Bridge Club artwork

At the end of the session, the participants were
able to join the normal club session of bridge
starting about 40 minutes later, and a host was
available. Alternatively, Clare was prepared to

organise an individual tournament for either four
or all eight people. On the first occasion, seven
people played in the main club session. On the
second run, on a different weekday and with seven
participants, three had other commitments
afterwards, but four played in the club session.
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CAPTION

COMPETITION

CROSSWORD NO 20

Compiled by MERMAN
1

2

3

4

Answers online, p73
5

6

7

8

N
W

E
S

9
10
11

12
13

15

14

16

17

18

19

20

21
22
23
ACROSS
1 Programme he had obscure clues about (8)
9 Ace, no king, and I have a decided lack of appetite (8)
10 Communist number turning up in register (8)
11 For instance, having opened two diamonds says more (4)
12 Misunderstood cold country (5)
13 Twisted in a ball with abnormal pigmentation (7)
15 Road he had dug up and stored (7)
18 Faced king in dead rubber (5)
20 Trembling to get rid of family bog (4)
21 Grubbing tool used in band (8)
22 Great big lies (8)
23 Following bird about he had pulled (8)

DOWN
1 What returning astronauts do, probably, when feeding the
ducks (10)
2 Company’s got vulnerable beliefs (5)
3 Spooner’s not allowed public school though it’s pushed
loads (10)
4 Trump or, maybe, duck (6)
5 Most of Curie’s work concerning the nitrogenous (4)
6 Put an end to awkward hugs in exit (10)
7 Hero’s nemesis missing in holiday home (5)
8 Prayed to have real involvement when not wearing the
trousers? (10)
14 Old airline honour’s outdone (6)
16 A host coming out with curses (5)
17 Chap finds opponents’ house in the parish (5)
19 What might be taken by some of those who do gym work
(4)

You have a bit longer than this fellow to think
up a brilliant cartoon caption. Send your new
entries for the cartoon above to lou@ebu.co.uk
by 28th April, or post to Editor, Raggett House,
Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.
Congratulations to Ann Martin for my
favourite shown under February’s cartoon
below. Other close contenders were Brian
Gladman’s I hate the sit-out round; Michael
Wilkes’ You promised to come to the Scarborough
Summer Festival last year but you just
disappeared; Mike Wood’s Every year you
promise a game of bridge, then you get cold feet;
and Richard Skevington’s You should have bid
seven snow trumps. It was stone cold.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

If you double one more time, I’m going into
meltdown.

Junior Camrose & Peggy Bayer

by Charles Bucknell

Double Victory for the Juniors

D

avid Bakhshi, U26 Squad Leader and NPC,
has stirred up the juniors, introducing an
online league and a mentoring system for
each team with experts helping with both system
and carding. For the Junior Camrose David
recommended four debutants (Ian Robson, Eshan
Singhal, Dominic Price and Charles Bucknell) and
a well known pair, Ben Norton & Shahzaad Natt. As
part of our preparations for the event, he organised
two 24 board practice matches against Italy’s U26 –
which featured the four debutants plus Jonathan
Clark & Kripa Panchagnula (score 26-75), and the
second saw Jon Derrick & Ollie Powell playing with
the two rookie Junior Camrose pairs (score 39-37).
This year’s Junior Camrose was played in La
Mon, Belfast. There were two matches consisting of
16 boards against each other country, with some
interesting hands. After an initial loss and a close
win, we needed IMPs to regain ground. Shahzaad
Natt grabbed his opportunity playing East on this
deal v Ireland:

´
™
t
®

Game E/W. Dealer West.
´ A
™ Q753
t 10 9 8 3
® A J 10 8
J98
´ Q7643
N
AKJ6
™
982
W
E
AK742
t J
S
9
® KQ65
´ K 10 5 2
™ 10 4
t Q65
® 7432

West
Norton
1t
2™
4´

North
Pass
Pass
All Pass
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East
Natt
1´
2´

South
Pass
Pass

On the ™10 lead it seemed declarer needed the
spade suit to come in to make 10 tricks. After
winning the ™A, Natt played the ®9 and North
hopped up with the ®A, which looked good but still
might not have been enough. North returned the
t10 which ran to the ace. Natt pitched a heart on
the tK and ruffed a diamond before cashing the
clubs to pitch hearts from dummy and crossing to
the ™K, reducing the hand to:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J98
–
74
–

A
Q7
9
J
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q764
–
–
6

K 10 5 2
–
–
7

After leading a diamond off dummy and
discovering the diamonds had split 4-3 the wrong
way round, Natt ruffed high, concerned about a
trump promotion. He was rewarded when South
overruffed and returned a club. The dummy ruffed
and when North showed another club, Natt placed
the hand as 1·4·4·4 and chose North for a stiff ´A
rather than the ´10 because South had failed to
return a spade. Declarer leads the ´9 from table.
North wins and has to lead a heart. South’s trumps
are smothered by dummy’s ´J for +620.
U26 Junior
Camrose.
Clockwise from
top left:
Ian Robson,
Dominic Price,
Charles
Bucknell,
Shahzaad Natt,
Ben Norton
Eshan Singhal.

www.ebu.co.uk

At a critical point in the race for 1st, Ian and
Eshan were dealt the following sitting N/S:

´
™
t
®

Game N/S. Dealer West.
´ K J 10
™ A K Q 10 3
t AJ
® AQ2
Q2
´ 7543
N
9875
™ 64
W
E
10 4 3 2
t Q86
S
10 9 4
® 8765
´ A986
™ J2
t K975
® KJ3

West

North
Singhal
2®
2NT
3™2
4®3
5®4
6™

East

South
Robson
2t
3®1
3´3
4NT
5NT
7NT

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass
1
Stayman, 2 5-card suit, 3 cue bid agreeing
hearts to facilitate RKCB, 4 4 or 1 keycards

This was a well bid slam but can he make it? On
the lead of the ®8, declarer is faced with 12 top
tricks and a two way spade guess and the option of
taking a diamond finesse. The best line, as taken by
Eshan, is to cash the hearts and clubs to get a count
on the hand. Should the spades still be on a guess,
the percentage line lies in cashing the ´AK before
taking a diamond finesse. However, Eshan now had
the count of the hand and dropped the ´Q without
needing a finesse and rolled home with 2220!
Interestingly in the last two matches four boards
had slams bid and made.
England retained the Junior Camrose Trophy,
with Scotland and Ireland finishing 2nd and 3rd
respectively.

conceded only 133 IMPs over 144 boards. Each
member of the team was over +2 on the x-imps and
had a very successful weekend of bridge.
A good auction led to slam on these cards for Liz
and Sam:

´
™
t
®

Game N/S. Dealer North.
´ A 10 8 7 6 3
™ J 10 9
t AJ9
® 5
92
´ QJ
N
762
™
Q854
E
W
10 6 3 2
t 84
S
9432
® K J 10 8 6
´ K54
™ AK3
t KQ75
® AQ7

West

Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
S Anoyrkatis
1´
4´
5™

East
2®
Pass
Pass

South
Gahan
3®
4NT
6´

On the t8 lead Sam won and drew a round of
trumps, to the king. On seeing the ´Q he used the
Principle of Restricted Choice, and finessed the
second round, losing to the ´J. Declarer now
claimed, using the final diamond to pitch the ™9
leaving his hand good.
In other news, Team Bailey (Olivia Bailey, Ewa
Wieczorek, Jon Derrick and Ollie Powell), winners
of the first U26 online league defeated Canada U26
by 82-53 over 24 boards. The second online league
is about to enter the final round and is currently
being led by Team Singhal (Eshan Singhal, Ian
Robson, Olivia Bailey and Ewa Wieczorek).
r

In the Peggy Bayer, the U21s (L-R in photo: Theo
Anoyrkatis, Imogen La Chapelle, Oscar Selby,
Michael Byrne (NPC), Andy Cope, Liz Gahan &
Sam Anoyrkatis) scored fantastically to ensure that
they had won by round 7, only dropping a total of
8.67 VPs overall in nine matches. This was a
singularly emphatic and impressive win, 76.06 VPs
ahead of second place and winning five matches 200. After nine matches they were 529 IMPs up, having
www.ebu.co.uk
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EBED NEWS AND JUNIOR BRIDGE
COULD YOU BE A BRIDGE BUDDY?

E

BED has introduced a new course specifically designed
for people who would like to teach bridge in schools. The
course is based around the model devised by the
incredibly successful Stamford Youth Bridge Academy, who have
now introduced bridge to nearly 2000 youngsters in their area.
This is partly down to their Bridge Buddies, a team of volunteers
who go into schools to share their love of the game.
EBED has now trained a number of Teacher Trainers to
deliver Bridge Buddy courses across the country. This free
course will give you everything you need to introduce bridge at
your local primary or secondary school, and EBED can support
you before and after the course with materials, equipment and
administration such as free DBS checks. We’d like to know
about anyone who would be interested in training to be a Bridge
Buddy so we can arrange courses in locations to suit demand.
Please email david@ebedcio.org.uk or call 01296 317228 to
register your interest in one of these courses.

EBTA TEACHERS’ CONFERENCE

EBED Events

n APRIL 2019
6-7
11-12
13
13
14
16
27

Club Teacher Training Course, Bristol
Club Teacher Training Course, Horsham
How to run a club duplicate, Norfolk
Club TD training, Day 1, Patcham
Club TD Assessment, Stretford
Club TD training, Day 2, Solihull
Club TD training, Day 1, Wymondham

8
9
11
11
13-16
14
15-16
18
19
19
22-23

Club TD Assessment, Oxshott
Club TD Assessment, Pembury, Kent
Advanced TD Training Day, Aylesbury
Club TD training, Day 2, Patcham
Spring Sims Pairs, various venues
Club TD Assessment, Solihull
Club Teacher Training Course, Preston
Club TD training, Day 2, Wymondham
How to run a club duplicate, Oxford
Club TD training, Day 2, Durham
Club Teacher Training Course, Spondon

n MAY 2019

n JUNE 2019
Places have been filling fast for the EBTA Teachers’ Conference
1-2
Club Teacher Training Course, Chalfont
at the Mercure Hotel, Milton Keynes, but there are still a few
8
Club TD Assessment, Patcham
spaces available. The theme for the weekend is Advertising and
9
Club TD Assessment, Durham
Recruitment. Together with a number of excellent speakers,
14-16 EBTA Teachers Conference, Milton Keynes
16
Club TD training, Day 1, Oxford
seminars and networking opportunities this is a packed
22
Club TD training, Day 1, Wymondham
weekend where, of course, there will be some bridge as well.
29-30 Club Teacher Training Course, Solihull
The whole weekend costs £239 per person based
September. To take advantage of the early bird offer
on two sharing a double or twin room or £269 per
with a discounted price of £130 for juniors and
person for single occupancy, including full board
£160 for accompanying adults, please book before
accommodation and all of the planned conference
June 7th. Together with all the bridge, prices
activities. To book yourself one of the last places
include full board accommodation in shared twin
available, please call 01656 747700 or visit
rooms plus an exciting range of both indoor and
bridgeoverseas.com/ebed-milton-keynes.
outdoor fun packed activities including roller
A FANTASTIC WEEKEND FOR YOUNG
skating, rock climbing and 5-a-side football. Please
BRIDGE PLAYERS
email david@ebedcio.org.uk or book online
The Junior Teach-In is the EBED annual residential
through MyEBU or ebedcio.org.uk/JTIbooking.
weekend for young bridge players. This event is an
excellent mix of teaching from some of the best
bridge tutors in the country and fun competitions.
We welcome all standards of young bridge
players to the event from absolute beginner to
junior international.
The 2019 EBED Junior Teach-In is being held at
King’s Park Conference Centre, Northampton,
NN3 6LL from Friday 30th August to Sunday 1st
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EBED NEWS AND JUNIOR BRIDGE
EBED’S NEW TEAM
MEMBER

systems, and to actively help the less experienced
players develop good table practice and etiquette.

Lorna Watson joined the
EBED team in February.
Lorna will be managing the
English Bridge Teachers
Association (EBTA). She has
taught bridge for over 12
years and will be combining
her work for EBED with her
own teaching, directing and playing.

When asked what the players liked about the West
of England supervised session their overwhelming
response was friendly, helpful and relaxed. They all
said the helpful advice on hand was excellent.
Among those taking part were some who are still in
weekly lessons following the Bridge for All
programme and others who have learnt within the
past five or six years. One player had even returned
to bridge after a 45 year gap.

CLASSROOM TO CLUBROOM SUCCESS

JEN’S TIPS FOR SUPERVISED PLAY

About five years ago Jen Challoner met Lorna
Watson (see above) at a learning fayre in Bristol. Jen
is a committee member at the West of England
Bridge Club and her committee role is
‘responsibility for fun’. You only have to visit their
website to see that they have lots of parties and Jen
is the driving force.
Jen and Lorna met to plan a series of new lessons
and agreed that a supervised play session for
students finishing their course was the best plan.
Many students were still taking up to 15 minutes to
play one board; much slower than other popular
gentle duplicate sessions in the area. Even the faster
students liked to spend time analysing some of the
bidding and play. Realistically, students manage just
a few boards for each topic during lessons. They
need to play a dozen or more boards for each aspect
of play or bidding in order to experience being
declarer or defender. Rinse, repeat, rinse, repeat! It
takes practice, time and support before new bridge
students are ready for regular club sessions with
around 7.5 minutes a board – and all the rules too.
The graduating group moved seamlessly into the
supervised play session run on the same day and
time. Jen recruited helpers from the club so the
students were lucky to have plenty of experts to ask.
The session, which began with just one or two
tables, has since reached up to 11 tables. Their
website proudly announces this gentle session as:
Open to all members and guests. Stronger players are
asked to avoid complicated or difficult to understand
www.ebu.co.uk

D Give out name labels

D Use boards which have been previously played.
This saves work and means novice players can
check their contracts against real results.
D Make hands records available

D Recruit volunteers to give advice

D Give a 10 minute revision lesson at the start

D There is no need to run computer scoring or print
results. Players just keep their own records.
Bristol is lucky to have a few experienced teachers
offering lessons on different days and a fairly cooperative relationship as students often move from
one teacher to another and then on to the
supervised play sessions. It may be another few
years before these players from the West of England
filter through to other clubs but the process is
started and with Jen at the helm they are having
FUN!
r
EBED SPRING SIMS
13 - 16 MAY

Please support English Bridge Education and
Development by playing in the EBED Spring
SIMS. All proceeds will help promote the teaching
and development of bridge in England.
Participating clubs can be found at
www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs by clicking on the day
under the heading of EBED Spring Pairs.
It’s not too late … you can still register as a host
club online through your club’s MyEBU page, or
contact Richard Banbury at:
richard@ebedcio.org.uk for more information.
April 2019 English Bridge
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TOLLEMACHE CUP

NATIONAL POINT-A-BOARD

Cambs & Hunts has won the Tollemache Cup –
the inter-county teams-of-eight championship –
claiming the trophy for the second time (the first
in 1980). The team comprised (pictured) Jon
Cooke, Catherine Curtis, Paul Fegarty, David
Kendrick (who was also part of the 1980 winning
team for Cambs & Hunts), Jonathan Mestel, Paul
Barden, Julian Wightwick & Giles Woodruff. Berks
& Bucks came second, with Manchester third.

The National Point-a-Board Teams was won by
the team of Neil Rosen, Kieran Dyke, Mike Bell &
Michael Byrne (pictured). They finished just one
point ahead of Alan Mould, John Holland, Sally
Brock & Barry Myers, with Graham Osborne,
Frances Hinden, Jeffrey Allerton & Chris Jagger in
third. The consolation final was won by Ankush
Khandelwal, Ben Green, Ben Norton & Stefano
Tommasini.

LOOK WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING:
YOUTH EVENTS ON PAGE 74
Summer bridge for youngsters?
If you are planning an event please send details to lou@ebu.co.uk for
possible publication in the June issue.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge
are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the
EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of
claims made against advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the magazine,
or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are
available if redress is sought, and readers who have
complaints should address them to the advertiser,
should consult a local Trading Standards Office or a
Citizens Advice Bureau or their own solicitors.
Members should ensure when booking holidays
that they take suitable precautions to protect their
booking: check the company is part of a relevant
organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out suitable travel
insurance; pay at least £100 by credit card. Readers
should note that prices advertised may not be
accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations
or tax changes.
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LICENSED BRIDGE
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an advertisement in the
magazine, it means that:

•
•
•
•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and
received, a licence from the EBU.
They may choose to give Master Points in accordance with
EBU scales.
These Master Points will be accepted and added to player
records.
The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and
bye-laws, thus affording all players the protection of
playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another
National Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to their records save for events in Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New Zealand
and Australia. The conversion of Green Points to Gold Points
will only happen at English events, the BGB Gold Cup and
Home Internationals.

www.ebu.co.uk

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Send your letters to the editor, Lou Hobhouse
Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

ON BECOMING A SPORT

SCORING SOFTWARE

Reading Raymond Brock’s The
Best of Gray (Harrison-Gray,
1899–1968) is a reminder of the
dress code in those days. Women
appear in evening dresses, men
always jacketed. Today’s leading
players look kitted out for a
casual game of badminton.
They’re certainly making the
case for bridge to be considered a
sport.
Rupert Timpson

I find it puzzling that bridge
clubs cling to antiquated scoring
devices and clunky websites
more reminiscent of the 1980s.
Then they complain they aren’t
attracting younger players! One
club where I play still uses
Bridgemates. Impossible to see
the display unless you shine a
light on it. Another uses BriAn
running on mobile devices
(good), but unfortunately, the
website is hosted by Bridgewebs,
which uses ancient technology
that doesn’t automatically scale
on a mobile device. The two
excuses are first that older
members won’t be able to handle
the technology, and second the
cost. Both seem to have little
traction when looked at closely.
If clubs want to attract younger
members, they need to use
software such as BriAn, or
equivalent, and Pianola to host
their websites. Go figure! as the
young whippersnappers are
wont to say.
Shangara Singh

A VARIABLE NGS
Competing in Swiss events and
Norfolk’s multi-division league
impacts my NGS rank but crossimp scores from representing
Norfolk in the team of 8 Eastern
Counties League are ignored by
NGS? Should multi-division
leagues all playing the same
boards be considered separately
division by division for NGS
purposes or is it valid to crossimp across the field?
John Stroud
Knockout matches are not graded
because the tactics needed to win
them will often be completely
contrary to those used to benefit
your NGS – if you are losing a
match you may well take extreme
risks that would usually damage
your grade. All other teams events
can be graded if there are other
matches playing the same boards.
In a league with several divisions,
it would be usual for them to be
graded separately. It’s worth
noting that it is the strength of the
actual opponents played that is
taken into account in the NGS
calculations, not the overall
strength of the field.
Gordon Rainsford, EBU CEO
www.ebu.co.uk

MAGAZINE WRAPPING
I note that we have just received
our first fully compostable
magazine cover with the latest
National Trust magazine. This
uses Bioplast300 made from
potato waste. Can we not follow
suit?
Steve Barrow
We are currently reviewing how
we package the magazine. First
indications have shown it will
increase the cost unacceptably but
there are other avenues to explore
and it won’t be long before the cost
drops. What seems clear at the
moment is that the plastic the

magazine is currently wrapped in
is not recyclable everywhere and
that some other form is, at least in
theory, desirable. Rest assured it is
on our radar and we will be doing
some fact finding over the next few
months.
Jeremy Dhondy
Chairman, EBU

100 HANDS A DAY
I play on average 100+ hands of
bridge a day. Some would say
that’s sad, though I manage to fit
a lot else in. I am confident that
I play the most hands a year in
this country, if not further
abroad – I wonder . . .
Dave Robinson

ELEVEN PLAYING TRICKS
A bridge player asked about the
probability of an eight-high
hand in Letters, February 2019. I
also held one recently. Three
days before that, I was dealt:
´AKQJ1098xx ™– tx ®AKx
I do realise the two hands are
independent, but what is the
probability of an 11 Playing
Trick hand? Aren’t these newfangled
computer
deals
wonderful?
Martin White
New-fangled? They’ve been
around 40 years! Is anyone able to
compute the probability of an 11
playing trick hand?
Ed

ENJOYING THE MAGAZINE
I have a dip into the magazine
most days, when I sit down for a
coffee. My favourite is definitely
David Bird’s Bridge Fiction. I
enjoy Beat Today’s Experts along
with Heffalump Traps and Club
Players’ Bidding Quiz. Other
articles are also well done. Please
keep up the good work.
Janet Tompsett
April 2019 English Bridge
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Landmark Promotions
November 2018 – February 2019
Congratulations to the newly promoted
Premier Grand Masters:
Alexander Allfrey, Middlesex
Sarah Teshome, Yorkshire
Garry Watson, Gloucestershire

Grand Masters:
Paul Barden, Cambs & Hunts
Mike Huggins, Avon
Roger Mallinson, Derbyshire
Alison Pollok, Devon
Simon Stokes, Leicestershire

Avon

Cornwall

Grand Master

Life Master

Mike Huggins

Regional Master

Master
Chris Barnard
Alec Black
Charles Anthony (Tony)
Hedge
Robin Hirschfeld
Jenny Miller
Diana Murphy
John O’Neill
Beverley Purvis
Kim Sedgwick
Helga Wigley
Anna Wright

John Stirrup

Master

Tony Cordery

Master
Michael Barnes
Joan Cann
Deb Fairweather
Nigel Hopwood
Judith Judge
Anne Millar
Janet Purdy
John Pye
Geraldine Rankin

Hants and I.O.W.

Grand Master

Master
Jim Muir

Derbyshire
Grand Master
Roger Mallinson

Regional Master
Pat Hobson

Master
Geoffrey Bentley
Lucia Chan
John Marooney
Francine Scott
Hanna Tuus

Devon
Grand Master
Alison Pollok

Master
Jon Dixon
Maury Ervine
Bruno Hanoman
Jackie Hardcastle
Rose Roberts

Direct

Cambs & Hunts

Master

Grand Master

Mary Clark
Tony Ye

Paul Barden

Garry Watson

Regional Master

Life Master

Master
David Price

Daisy Dillon
Christopher Seddon

Premier Grand Master

Lancashire

Leicestershire

Cumbria

Regional Master

Gloucestershire

Patricia Nielsen
Christopher Reece
Matthew Rosenz
Ian White
Jill Window

Celia Bishop

Chris Selway

Berks & Bucks

Tony Dwiar
Ramnik Jain
Pascaline Mower
Valdie Poter
Colin Priestman
Carol Shaw
Amarjeet Singh
Gurdeep Singh
Andrew Smith

John Arblaster
Mel Barlow
Lesley Martin

Master
Janice Bailey
A Chidgey
Julienne Holder
Tom Keane
Stuart King
Ian Thorn

Master

Regional Master

Dorset

Peter Jackson

Regional Master

Master

Mike Jackson

Ken Bellamy
Moira Clarke
Paul Crawford
Derek Green
Tony Mannion
Catherine Poulson

Master
Catherine Reffold
Ian Siddall
Barry Watts

Essex
Life Master

Channel Islands

Pat Johnson

Master

Regional Master

Rod Goldsbrough

Marcia Levan-Harris
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Master

Simon Stokes

Edna Baldwin
Rita Brinsford
Julia Fauvel
Mark Hanson
Carole Lockwood
John Lockwood
David Rawden
Rosalind Reid
Eileen Walker
David Walton

Regional Master

Herefordshire
Regional Master
Anne Summers

Master
Frances Grubb

Hertfordshire
Life Master
John Eyre

Regional Master
Oliver Tiemann

Master
Gordon Barker
Nic Fergusson
Patricia Graham
Liz Jordan
Keith Lawler
Jean Loveday
Geoffrey Michael Nokes
Rodger O’Reilly
Ruth Weinstein
Thelma Williamson

Andrew Mackriell

Master
Richard Howard
Helen Skelton
Martin Stone

Lincolnshire
Master
Pete Sharman
Richard Spencer

London
Life Master
Andrew Clery

Regional Master
Marusa Gold

Master
Pru Bland
Alex Crystol
Antonia Muir
Ed Sanders
Amanda Sjodin

Manchester
Regional Master
Wei Che Tham

Master
Tricia Blum
Josh Clarke
Lilian Syme
Peter Watts

Middlesex
Premier Grand Master
Alexander Allfrey

Life Master
Martin Lerner

Regional Master
Joanne Waterman

Master
Ali Ahmed
Bob Browning
Barbara Kittel
Doug Orpin
Bina Shah
Dinesh Shah
Todor Tiholov

Norfolk
Regional Master
Karen Read

Master
Imogen La Chapelle
Stephen Cockbill
Angela Forster
Jennifer Hemmings
John Hobson
Deanne Studd
Estelle Ware

North East
Life Master
Catherine Longley

Regional Master
Anthony James Pettengell

Master
Chris Barugh
Dorothy James
Donna Lawrence
Garry Matthews
David Templeman
Roy Weston
Ian Winterbotham

Northamptonshire
Master
Alison Clarke
Jenny Harding
Alan Haynes
Lin Routhorn
Valerie Sleaford
John Toller
Kay Wykes

Nottinghamshire
Regional Master

Kent

Merseyside &
Cheshire

Master

Master

Master

John Boorman
Chris Coleman
Katharine Coleman
Christina Davies
John Eliot
Andrew Gregory
Ivan Harrup
Patricia Jarrett

Ann Brewer
Colette Connell
Jim Fearn
Rodney Grace
Anne Haddock
Graeme Sanderson
Val Sanderson
Michael Wilson

Helen Dawson
Ian Guy
Mervyn Jones
Gillian Rand
Iris Smith
Tony Ward
Shirley Wilson
John Woolmer

Stan Zygadlo

www.ebu.co.uk

Oxford

Suffolk

Regional Master

Regional Master

Dermot Paddon

Cleopatra Hensby

Master

Master

Marion Allin
Gwen Barso
Sarah Gregory
Ralph Holliday
John Lewis-Crosby
Gay Ogg
Jonathan Sadler
Tim Sheehy
Roger Smith
Rosaleen Smith
Zillah Theobalds
Myra Tipping
Maureen Walkley
David Wigley
Pauline Wyman

Christine Bizzey
Graham Burgess
Margaret Burgess
Patience Cowper
Penny Easting
Conca Goyder
Caro Hunt
Robert Park
Mo Smith

Somerset
Regional Master
Malcolm Percival
Kate Pilkington

Master
John Carroll
Rita Coombs
Caroline Nicholas
Anthony Nicholson
Stephen Smith

Surrey
Life Master
David Norman

Master
Christine Bizzey
Graham Burgess
Margaret Burgess
Patience Cowper
Penny Easting
Conca Goyder
Caro Hunt
Robert Park
Mo Smith

Vivienne Cover-White
Michelle Cox
Jon Crisp
Heidi Darley
Julia Davies
Richard Eustace
Martin Fuller
John Gill
Barbara Gorton
Helen Holmes
Julie Kamieniecka
Mike Lambshire
Olive Law
Miranda Moore
Fionn O’Leary
Jean Pinto
Vivien Shires
Cathy Thomas
David Thompson
Joelle Turner
Noushin Warder

Sussex
Life Master
Mike Allen
Richard Sydenham

Regional Master

Life Master

William Bourne
Oliver Powell

Surrey
Peter Griffin

Master

Staffs & Shrops

Regional Master

Life Master

Judi Coady
John Cox
Neil Gayner
Soheila Munro
Kostadin Vasilev

Catherine Cunningham
Krystyna Deszberg
Richard Illingworth
Diane James
Tadeusz Jasko
Peter Mayhew
Suzanne McKenzie
Rosamond Palmer

John Waller

Master
Tom Fisken
Bob Fuller
Jacky Jennings
Terence Maltby

Master
Paul Atu

Ralph Plastow
Linda Reed
Nicholas Anthony
Rogers
Norman Stutters
Thea Sydenham
Jennifer Ziegler

Master

Warwickshire

Regional Master

Life Master
Caroline Brown

Regional Master
Raj Gupta

Master
Stephen Abercrombie
Sushi Abercrombie
Peter Boynton
Kay Burgess
Gillian Caldwell
Colin Cheney
Margaret Cook
Marion Edwards
John Francis
Joan Goldsmith
Dorothy Jones
Joanne King
Peter Mason
Chris Matteucci
Lynda Organ
Brenda Pearce
Marijke Rodrigo
Graham Tait
David Tipping
Pat Tipping

Wiltshire
Regional Master
Marion Loudoun

June Goodchap
Bernard Morgan
Michael Smith
Brian Thomas
Janet Thomas

Worcestershire
Matthew Newton

Master
Pete Cole
Tony Oliver
Ruth Simpson
Janette Thomas

Yorkshire
Premier Grand Master
Sarah Teshome

Life Master
Janet Leach

Master
Michael P Bowden
Morris Brown
Bob Coats
Iain Crockatt
Catherine Farrell
Michael Fieldhouse
Barbara Fisher
Sue Garwood
Christopher Irvin
Les Lammas
D Mackenzie
Brian Parkes
Michael Sandpearl
Colin Stephenson
Keith Tubman
Iris Wells
Barry Whiteley
Bruce Williams

RANKED & MASTERS PAIRS
Seven pairs were victorious at the end of February
in championships aimed at those with specific
Master Point rankings. The Ranked Masters Pairs
was held at Peterborough, and the winners were:

Premier Grand Masters Pairs:
David Kendrick & Roger Gibbons

Grand Masters Pairs
Sarah Bell & Mike Bell

Premier Life Masters Pairs
Bogdan Drobny & Roman Gembicki

Life Masters Pairs
Andrew Conway & Rob Corrie (also in 2018)
www.ebu.co.uk

National Masters Pairs
Claire Robinson & Heather Bakhshi (also in 2018)

Regional Masters Pairs
Howard Jennings & David Stern

The Masters Pairs enjoyed a four-fold increase
in entries this year. The competition, for those
ranked below Regional Master, was held at
multiple venues and scored nationally.
The winners were Alick Fraser & Nick Elmslie,
who played at Richmond Bridge Club. Second
place went to Roger Burkeman & Iain Mackenzie,
at South Bucks Bridge Club.
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Club Bidding Quiz

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Questions on Page 14

click
link

Hand 1
´ 875
™QJ5
tAK875
® 10 3

W

N

2t
?

Pass

E
1™
2NT

S
Pass
Pass

Hand 4
´ 76
™J2
tKJ874
® AJ82

W

N
1®

E
Pass

S
Pass

?

Pass. While you will not get rich defending against
3™. Knowing of at least 15 points opposite, you
want to be in game. Playing Acol you do not know
whether partner has four hearts or five. The way to
show three-card heart support and offer a choice of
games (3NT or 4™) is to bid 3™.

Hand 2
´ 87
™ Q954
t A J 10 2
®964

W

N

E
1™

S
2´

?

3™. Without the overcall, you would have raised to
2™. The jump overcall prevents you from doing
that. In a competitive auction it is worth bidding
one level higher than you originally planned to
show your support for partner’s suit.

Hand 3
´ A87
™QJ74
tAQ5
® Q 10 3

W
1™
?

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
1´

Pass. Had your partner responded, you would have
rebid in no trumps at the minimum level. While the
auction still makes it physically possible to bid 1NT,
doing so would be imprudent. Partner has shown a
very weak hand and it is unlikely that you can make
seven tricks facing such a hand. 1NT would show a
good 17 up to 19.
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1® and the requirements for a protective overcall
are quite low, a probable effect of reopening with
1t is that the opponents will find a better fit in a
major. Let them play for 20 points a trick.

Hand 5
´ Q2
™A94
tKJ963
® 10 7 6

W

N

2t
?

Pass

E
1´
2™

S
Pass
Pass

2´. Since opener’s change of suit rebid following
your two-level response is forcing, you must make
another bid. You would want four hearts to raise to
3™ and a club stopper to bid 2NT. The way to keep
the bidding open is to give false preference to 2´. If
you had three spades, you would jump to 3´, so this
will not excite partner.
Hand 6
´ KQ4
™ K 10 5
tK82
®Q532

W
1NT
2t
?
1

N
Pass
Pass

E
2®1
2NT

S
Pass
Pass

Stayman

Pass. With 13 points you are mid range for a 12-14
1NT opening. The unproductive 4·3·3·3 shape
should persuade you to take the conservative view
and decline partner’s invitation to bid game.
r
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Bridge Club Live

by Barrie Partridge

Double Elimination Knock-out

click
link

L

ast issue, I wrote of the Timber Trophy, then
underway in Bridge Club Live. This is the
world’s only Double Elimination Knockout
Pairs and is run almost exactly as per the EBU
Spring Foursomes, with pairs not eliminated until
they have lost two matches. Our No 1 seeds, based
on our own grading scheme similar to the NGS,
were Buckinghamshire’s Ed Scerri and London’s
Gilly Cardiff, and they remained undefeated till the
final, where they met the No 3 seeds, Sheffield’s Ian
and Julie Grant, who had lost their first match but
won every match since.
This was the 13th board in the final, watched by
80 spectators:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ 985
™ 98
t K4
® Q 10 9 7 6 5
J632
´ K 10 7
N
K5
™ J76432
W
E
S
Q973
t A 10 6 5
AJ2
® –
´ AQ4
™ A Q 10
t J82
® K843

West

North

Pass
3®1
All Pass
1
pre-emptive

East
Pass
3™

South
1®
3NT

As East hadn’t opened, Julie, in the West seat, had
reason to be concerned about leading the
unsupported king of partner’s suit, which would
have set up ten easy tricks for Ed, in the South seat.

Instead West led the ´2, which went to the king
and ace. South led the ®K, taken by the ace and
revealing the club split. Still unwilling to lead a
www.ebu.co.uk

heart, West persevered with the ´3 which went to
the 10 from East and ducked by South. East then
cleared the suit to set up West’s 13th spade. Declarer
finessed a club to dummy and played out all the
clubs. We were here:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J
K5
Q
–

–
98
K4
–
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
J7
A 10
–

–
AQ
J8
–

On the last club, West had thrown a diamond in
order to keep her boss spade. This wouldn’t have
mattered if declarer had now taken the heart finesse.
I observed that declarer could now lead tK to pin
the tQ, but instead he led the t4 from dummy.
West found herself on lead and could cash the ´J
but at trick 12 had to lead away from her heart
holding after all!
The final was well fought with excellent bridge
and very close throughout with the lead changing
ten times in 24 boards. Ed and Gilly finished on
51% and Ian and Julie on 49%, with both pairs to be
congratulated.
r

UK-based Bridge Club Live offers

D Fast, fun and friendly bridge.
D Drop-in Drop-out MP Pairs and social games
D Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments and Teams events
D Full bidding and play records of every deal.
D System cards for partnerships
D Discussion forums and members’ reunions
D EBU Master Points
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Funbridge Competitions

by Christophe Grosset

Be part of the World Bridge Survey
ome of the main protagonists of the bridge
world, including Funbridge and Bridge Base
Online, have joined together to launch one of
the largest surveys ever conducted on bridge.

S

and they tell you 5-card majors, better minor (they
open 1® with 3-3 and 1t with 4-4) and a strong
NT.

Why do you like bridge? What are the pros of the
game? Is bridge a sport? These are questions that we
would like you to answer in order to shed some light
on bridge habits around the globe. Please take part
in the largest ever survey on bridge and tell us what
you think! Go to www.worldbridgesurvey.com and
answer a few questions. This survey is anonymous
and will only take 10 minutes of your time. Thank
you!

First of all, spades must be divided 6-4 as West did
not open 1´. He also cannot have 15-17 if he is
balanced. Lastly, he must have at least four
diamonds, unless he is exactly 4·4·3·2. But if he has
this, East would have six spades and a singleton
heart, and would certainly have bid 4´.

This month’s deal is a matchpoint hand that I
played in the series championship.
´
™
t
®

743
KJ2
542
A653
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

–
A9875
A Q J 10 6
KQ8

Love All. Dealer West. Matchpoints
West
North East
South
1t
Pass
1´
2™
2´
3™
3´
4™
All Pass

After a competitive auction ending in 4™ the lead
is the ´A. You are pleasantly surprised when seeing
dummy: only three spades and three useful cards
with the ™KJ and the ®A. You also note that the
opponents have 10 spades, and did not bid 4´. You
ask your (robot!) opponents what system they play,
66 English Bridge April 2019

WHAT DO WE KNOW FROM THE BIDDING?

Now let’s count the points, you have a combined
24 points, so the opponents have 16. You are playing
on Funbridge where the robots are quite
conservative, both when opening hands and when
responding! What can you infer from that? Well, the
points must be divided 11-5, 12-4 or 13-3. Indeed,
you have never seen the robots respond to an
opening bid with fewer than three points.

On the ´A lead, East encourages with the 9,
meaning that West probably has AKJx and East
Q9xxxx, as with QJ he would play the queen. It is
now quite likely that East has either the tK or the
™Q, but not both. As we know that West probably
has four diamonds, the odds favour East having the
™Q. There is one more reason to play East for the
™Q, can you see it?

Had East had the tK and West three hearts to the
™Q, that would give West: ´AKJx ™Qxx txxxx ®Jx.
As we said, the robots are quite conservative, so it’s
highly unlikely they would open with this hand.

Following your logic, you cash the ™A and K, and
while everyone follows, the queen doesn’t drop. You
now finesse the diamond to West’s king and the
defence make their two tricks for … a top!

You might have missed it, but had you decided to
finesse the ™Q first, East would have continued with
a spade, forcing you to give up the tK before
pulling trumps, allowing East to ruff a diamond.
Isn’t this a beautiful game? Full deal on p67.

r
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Michael’s Interference Quiz, from p12

P

artner opens 1t and the next hand overcalls
2® - what now?

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
AQJ9
KJ5
764
A43

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
J4
76
J8532
A 10 8 3

Hand 2
J86
Q3
AJ76
K763

´
™
t
®

ATHENS –

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
6
KQJ976
Q4
8743

87
AKJ73
Q4
Q 10 8 6

´ 4
™ Q654
W
E
t 9753
S
® AJ54
´ A K Q J 10 9 3 2
™ 8
t K62
® 2

FUNBRIDGE –

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
KJ7
Q864
5
A Q 10 6 2

the full deal from p50

´
™
t
®
65
10 9 2
A J 10 8
K973

´
™
t
®

N

Hand 1) Double – a negative double asking
partner to bid again. You will pick up a 4-4 spade
fit if one exists and otherwise can have your
choice of games.

Hand 2) 3® – an Unassuming Cue Bid to show a
good raise in partner’s suit (diamonds). If partner
has a minimum then 3t will be a fine part-score,
if he has any more then he can bid another suit
and game will be reached.

Hand 3) Pass – sharpen the axe! With four club
tricks lying in wait (you can score the 6 via a
diamond ruff) it must be right to take a penalty,
and since double would be for take-out you start
by passing. Partner will be short in clubs and will
reopen with a double which you can leave in. Do
it smoothly and in tempo so partner can reopen
without pressure

Hand 4) 3t – pre-emptive. It is true that you have
a defensive holding in clubs (probably two tricks)
but what about the majors? Partner can’t have
4-4 in both of them so surely the opponents have
an 8-card fit and possibly game on. Make it as
hard for them as possible.

Hand 5) 2™ – slightly dubious with only 8 points
but if partner has a strong balanced hand I’d
fancy my chances of making 4™ so introducing
the suit must be right.
r

the full deal from p66

Love All. Dealer West.
´ 743
™ KJ2
t 542
® A653
A K J 10
´ Q98652
N
63
™
Q 10 4
W
E
S
K983
t 7
J 10 4
® 972
´ –
™ A9875
t A Q J 10 6
® KQ8

www.ebu.co.uk

ANSWERS

IN MEMORIAM
JOHN FROSTzEGA
Died January 2019
John was a Surrey player who
was in the team which won the
Gold Cup in 1994. Other major
successes were winning the
Brighton Bowl in 1986 and
playing for Horsham BC when
it won the Nicko Cup in 2001.
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Rosen’s quiz on Asptro from page 20
QUESTIONS
How would the bidding progress after the West hands bids Asptro, after a 1NT opening by South. In each
question there are alternative East responses.

1

´
™
t
®

2

´
™
t
®

West
A5
KQ876
43
KJ52

West
K J 10 5 3
Q4
KJ876
5

W

N

E

2®

Pass

a) 2t
b) 2™
c) 2´
d) 2NT

W

N

E

2t

Pass

a) 2™
b) 2´
c) 2NT

S
1NT

S
1NT

3

´
™
t
®

4

´
™
t
®

West
KJ642
Q6
KJ43
7

West
AK864
K762
843
7

W

N

E

2t

Dble

S
1NT
a) Redble
b) Pass
c) 2™

W

N

E

2®

Pass

a) 2t
b) 2™
c) 2NT
d) 3®
e) 3t

S
1NT

ANSWERS
1a) 2™. Nice and simple. You simply show a 5th heart.
Do note here that it is very rarely advisable to
overcall with an Asptro bid when holding a 6-card
major (unless a very weak suit). One of the big
strengths of the system is still reserving 2™ and 2´
as natural overcalls.

b) Pass. While

partner has supported hearts
remember they might have nothing. Here they are
limited by their inability to bid either 3t or 3™ to
support hearts more strongly.

c) 4´. Very tricky now. Partner has bid a natural and
forward-going 2´ bid. I would be tempted to jump
all the way to 4´. I could have a lot less for my
Asptro bid and the ´A5 is not to be sneezed at.
Second choice 3´.

d) 3NT. Partner has made a natural bid. I could be
weaker and more shapely, but actually have a 13count – so a relatively easy raise to 3NT here.

2a) 2´. Partner has used a relay, our first duty is to

be considering now are pass or 3t. 3NT is just too
wild a gamble in my opinion.

3a) 2™. This is mandatory after partner’s redouble.
They are saying they have their own suit to play in.
This is very important once the opponents have
started doubling . Partner will pass with hearts,
otherwise correct.

b)Pass. Partner asks you to pass if your second suit is
diamonds.

c) 2´. 2™ is still a relay, so we should show our 5-card
spade suit ahead of bidding the diamonds once
more.

4 a) 2´. Partner has bid the relay, we simply show that
our spades are better or longer than the hearts
shown with our 2® bid.

b) Pass. Yes partner normally has four hearts, but we
are minimum.

c) Pass. Partner has made an invitational bid which we
should politely decline.

admit to holding a 5-card spade suit rather than
showing our second suit at the 3-level.

d) 3´. Partner has used the rarely seen game forcing

b) Pass. Happy with a part-score – game is still a long

relay. We just describe our hand by showing that our
spades are longer or stronger than the hearts.

way off…..

c) 3t. Partner has made a natural invitational bid (1214 approx). We have bid Asptro based on our shape
but are quite light in values. The two bids we should
68 English Bridge April 2019

e) 3½ hearts! Very close – I would probably bid 4™ at
Teams and 3™ at Pairs, though maybe prudence says
I should bid 3™ at both…
www.ebu.co.uk

Bowyer’s Suit Combination Challenge from p10
North
1®
2®
3NT

´
™
t
®

South
1t
2NT

A2
J6
J52
AK9876

North
1®
2®

´
™
t
®

South
1t
3NT

A2
J6
752
AK9876

N
W

Hand 1: South
plays in 3NT
West leads the ´J

N
E

S

´
™
t
®

K753
A875
Q983
Q

W

Hand 2: South
plays in 3NT
West leads the ´J

´
™
t
®

Preliminary Analysis:

Preliminary Analysis:

North thought his clubs would provide a useful
source of tricks in no trumps. To some extent he
is perfectly correct – such hands either make 3NT
easily or find even 2NT is impossible, so it’s right
to try for game.
1. How many top tricks are there?
2. What should you do at trick one?
3. What is the best line of play?

1. How many top tricks are there?
2. What should you do at trick one?
3. What is the best line of play?

ANSWER
Hand 1:
1.To make 3NT you require six club tricks. To that
end the suit has to break 3-3 (or one opponent
has to have the miracle holding of ®J10 bare).

2. You must take the ´K at trick one as you must
keep the ´A in dummy as an outside entry.

3. Cash the ®Q, cross to the ´A and try your luck in
clubs. Either they split (in which case you make
your contract) or they don’t (in which case you
are probably three down).

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J 10 9 6
Q942
A7
10 5 3

www.ebu.co.uk

A2
J6
J52
AK9876
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®
´ K753
™ A875
t Q983
® Q

Q84
K 10 3
K 10 6 4
J42

E
S

K753
A875
AJ83
Q

ANSWER
Hand 2:
1. To make 3NT you require five club tricks as you
have four top tricks outside (two spades, a heart
and a diamond). You don’t need a 3-3 club split, a
4-2 split with the jack or ten falling is just as good.

2. You must take the ´K at trick one as you must
keep the ´A in dummy as an outside entry.

3. Overtake the ®Q with the king and cash the ®A.
Then play another club. If the jack or ten falls
early then you are sure to make the hand; if not,
you’ll have to bank on a 3-3 break. The following
layout is just one of the distributions you are
playing for:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J 10 9 6
942
K 10
10 5 3 2

A2
J6
752
AK9876
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®
´ K753
™ A875
t AJ83
® Q

Q84
K Q 10 3
Q964
J4
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BLAST FROM THE PAST –

May 1947

by J H C Marx in 1947 & Richard Fleet in 2019

1

In each of the following auctions, West bids a
suit, hearts, which has already been bid by one
of the opponents. State in each case whether
West’s last bid (A) indicates a desire, or at least an
ability to play the hand in hearts, or (B) has some
conventional significance and is forcing on East.

a

b

c

W

N

E

Dble
2™

Pass

1´

W

N

E

Pass
2™

1NT

Pass

W

N

E

Pass
2™

Pass

1´

S
1™
Pass

W

N
1™

E
Dble

S
Pass

d

S
1™
Pass

S
1™
2®

f

g

h

It is important to bear in mind one imperative of
the rubber game: the game was generally played for
money. All the top players of the time were
experienced rubber bridge players and for some of
them it was their main, if not only, source of
income.
Writing in the September 1963 Bridge Magazine,
Leslie Dodds (European Champion on four
occasions and Bermuda Bowl winner in 1955;
unusually for a top player, he held down a highpowered job), commented that he had, over the
years, ‘won a little less than 200 points per hour at
an average stake of fifteen shillings [75p] per
hundred … a total of about fifty thousand pounds’.
To put this into context, the Prime Minister’s salary
in 1965 was £14,000 and this, unlike Dodds’ bridge
winnings, was taxable – possibly at a rate of 90%. If
you do the arithmetic, you will see that Dodds had
spent over 30,000 hours playing rubber bridge – an
average over a 30 year (say) period of some three
hours each and every day!

a)A. To double for a take-out and subsequently to

2™

e

Once again the quiz was set by Jack Marx and was
predicated on rubber bridge.

W

N

E

1t
2™

1™

Dble

W

N

E

Dble
2™

1™

Dble

W

N

Dble
2™

S
Pass
2®

S
1t
Pass

bid the opponents’ suit is the conventional means
of indicating a desire to play in that suit and a
powerful hand generally.
This was standard at the time. Nowadays,
however, to double and then bid the opponent’s
suit shows a strong hand, typically with threecard support for the suit that partner has bid.

b) A. As West passed on the first round, his hand
cannot be as powerful as in a).

2®

E
1t
Pass

S
1™
Pass

W

N

E

Pass
3™

1´

Dble

S
1™
2´
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Similarly, while the 2™ bid is unquestionably
natural, the inference about overall strength is no
longer applicable. Sometimes progress can be a
mixed blessing! It should be noted that, in 1947,
South’s sequence of bids could easily be based on
four cards in each suit: in those days, players
strove to avoid bidding no trumps with an
unsuitable hand – the mere fact that the hand was
balanced and contained the prescribed number of
high card points did not predicate a 1NT opening
bid.

www.ebu.co.uk

c) A. If this bid were intended conventionally, it is

g) A. Following his own penalty double, this bid by

difficult to reconcile West’s first round pass with
his later apparent slam ambitions. It is logical to
assume, therefore, that his hand is of little value
beyond a fine heart suit.

West confirms that he holds the heart suit in
overwhelming strength.

While West’s 2™ bid is now generally regarded as
showing a sound raise to 2´, this concept had not
been invented in 1947. Back then, cue-bids of the
opponent’s suit showed a very strong hand.

d) B. This is a conventional force to game. If West
felt that he could successfully play the hand
himself in hearts, he would have passed the
double for a penalty at 1™ doubled.
The cue-bid of the opponent’s suit following
partner’s take-out double, as in 1(d), was a game
force when Marx was writing. This would be a
minority interpretation nowadays, the more
modern treatment being forcing to suit
agreement, not forcing to game (and some
players do not promise a rebid after the cue-bid,
meaning that a 2´ rebid – for example – by the
doubler can be passed).

Similar to e).

h) A. If West wished to force his partner to bid, he
could have done so by bidding 3´, which would
have been quite unambiguous.
A bid in the opener’s suit is unusual when partner
has suggested length in the minors. As Marx
points out, 3´ would be quite unambiguous but
that is not the end of the matter: assuming that
it’s natural, is 3™ competitive, invitational or
forcing (in the absence of agreement, I would
assume competitive)? But could 3™ simply be
showing values there and inviting partner to bid
3NT with something in spades? Or possibly
asking for help in hearts for 3NT (implying values
in spades)? It is common to agree that, when the
opponents have bid two suits, one bids the suit in
which values are held so I would be inclined to
conclude that 3™ is showing values there but not
suggesting that we play in the suit.

e) A. This is the only method available to West for
showing up a possibly psychic by North.
Alternatively, North’s heart suit may be very
shaded and will be harmless sandwiched between
East and West.
Marx assumed, as was standard at the time, that
the double of 1™ was for penalty. Of course, most
21st Century players regard this as a negative
double so the 2™ bid is merely showing a strong
hand and requesting that doubler do something
intelligent (a pious hope). While the invention of
the negative double is widely credited to the
American player Al Roth in the second half of the
1950s, such doubles are actually referred to in
bridge literature at least thirty years earlier.

f) B. If West himself had a substantial holding in
hearts, he would obviously pass his partner’s
penalty double of the suit.
This is an unusual sequence. Assuming that the
double of 1™ was penalty (some of the more
avant garde players nowadays treat it as some
variety of competitive double, not a sensible
arrangement in my view), one would expect a
Pass from the hand which had made the take-out
double. Perhaps the conclusion is that the
original double was on a strong hand with less
than ideal distribution and the 2™ bidder fears
that the penalty from 1™ would be inadequate.
www.ebu.co.uk

2

North holds the hand shown. What should
he bid now?

´
™
t
®

–
AK86
K 10 9 8 4
AKJ2

N/S Game. Dealer North.
W
N
E
S
1t
3´
5t
5´
?

6t. North should be confident that 7t is a practical
certainty but if he discloses this knowledge to the
opponents they will sacrifice with 7´. If he
eventually bids the grand slam over their sacrifice of
6´, they may take the view that he has a gambling
bid, which may not be made, and allow him to play
the hand. Even if they do not bid 6´, a small slam
vulnerable will be more profitable than the penalty
to be extracted from non-vulnerable opponents at
7´ doubled.
Marx’s comment on Problem 2 needs to be
considered in the light of the fact that, when he was
writing, the fourth and each subsequent doubled
undertrick non-vulnerable cost 200, not 300. To bid
and make 6t with an overtrick would mean, as well
as the trick score of 140, a bonus of 750 for the slam
and 700 for winning the rubber in two games: that
April 2019 English Bridge
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is, a total of 1,590 points, far more than could be
expected from a doubled sacrifice at the seven-level.
And the sooner the rubber was over the better: you
got paid and time was money for the successful
rubber bridge player!

5

North holds the hand shown. What should he
bid in each of the following cases with East
and West taking no part in the auction?

3

North holds the hand shown, and the bidding
has proceeded to 3NT. North now
inadvertently bids 3NT and the opponents
require him to bid in conformity with the laws.
What should he bid now?
´
™
t
®

AK
2
K J 10 6 4
KJ985

a

Love All. Dealer North.
W
N
E
S
1t
Pass
2´
Pass
3®
Pass
3NT
Pass
?

b
6NT. As South is debarred from bidding, North has
to make an immediate decision. He obviously has
the values for a small slam, but it would be unwise
to plump for one of the three suits, when South’s
holding in any one of them is an uncertain quantity.
The Laws in force at the time when Marx was
writing were the 1935 version. These were
admirably succinct and straightforward, unlike the
2017 version. In this case, the effect of the
insufficient bid was that North had to guess the final
contract and I agree with Marx that 6NT is as good
as anything.

4

West holds the hand shown. What should he
bid now?

´
™
t
®

Q432
K864
62
Q 10 7

Love All. Dealer South.
W
N
E
S
1t
Pass
2t
Dble Pass
3´
Pass
2´
3t
?

4™ - 10 points, 4´ - 5 points. West has just about
enough to try for game, but there can be no harm in
offering another suit for his partner’s consideration
in view of the poor quality of his spades. As his first
response was at the minimum level, a bid of 4™
cannot be misconstrued by East as a slam invitation.
West’s 2´ bid was a good choice, allowing the
option of bidding 3™ should the opponents contest
further.
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c

d

´
™
t
®

KJ9642
2
J8
Q752

W

N

E

Pass
Pass
Pass

1´
3´
?

Pass
Pass

W

N

E

Pass
Pass
Pass

1´
3´
?

Pass
Pass

W

N

E

Pass
Pass
Pass

1´
3´
?

Pass
Pass

W

N

E

Pass
Pass

1´
?

Pass

S
1®
3®
3NT

S
1t
3t
3NT

S
1™
3™
3NT

S
1®
3´

a)4®. It is very possible that this hand will not
develop enough tricks for game in no trumps, but
may well produce eleven tricks in clubs under the
protection of North’s short red suits. Should
South make a slam try, North will of course sign
off. There is also a hope that South will bid 4´,
which North will happily pass.

b) Pass - 6 points, 4´ - 2 points. North is very
much more unhappy here than in a). 3NT is no
more probable, but he lacks any safe alternative.
On the whole it is better for him to pass and hope
for the best, though 4´ may turn out to be a
success if South holds, say, 10 x in the suit.

c) Pass - 6 points. 4´ - 4 points. The dilemma here
is even more acute, since the singleton heart
makes 3NT a rather less attractive contract than
in b), the suit being possibly unestablishable.
There is therefore a rather stronger case for taking
out into 4´.
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d) 4´ - 6 points. 4® - 3 points. In view of the fit in
the club suit, a slam is just possible, if South’s
values for a double raise comprise certain specific
cards such as the ´A, the tA and the ®A K. On
the other hand, the numberless combinations
that he may hold can possibly fit so badly with
North’s hand that a contract of five odd may well
fail. The bid of 4® therefore entails a risk and is
accordingly less desirable than a simple bid to
game.
So far as the Problem 5 situations are concerned, I
would not remove either of partner’s 3NT rebids
after a red suit opening. The likelihood is that
partner is short in spades and I would leave him to
take his chances. An additional factor is that we do
not have any values to spare and bidding spades
again might attract an unwelcome double.

6

quite likely, a singleton spade and tA K x, the time
will come, on the play of the last trump, when West
will be unable to guard both suits. If declarer’s
communications with dummy are cut, however,
West will be able to throw his spades with safety and
no true squeeze can operate. The lead of the ´2 by
East will help his partner, as such a card will suggest
a holding of four and will enable West to count the
hand.
With regard to Problem 6, it should be noted that,
had West held the ace of diamonds, his right play at
trick three would have been to cash it. I therefore
agree with Marx’s analysis of the correct play to
trick 4: score top marks if you found a spade lead
r
for the right reason!

Game All. Dealer West.
W
N
E
S
1®
Pass
Pass
2™
Pass
2´
Pass
3™
Pass
4™
All Pass
´
™
t
®

AJ975
J87
J92
10 5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 8 6 2
Q96
10 8 7 5
94

Answers to crossword on page 53
The play to the first three tricks has been:
W
®K
®A
®Q

N
®5
®10
™J

E
®9
®4
™Q

S
®8
®7
®J

What should East lead at the fourth trick? Why?

A small spade, preferably the 2. This is an antisqueeze measure, which in practice will be missed
by all save the very experienced and astute
defenders. In the first place, the lead cannot do any
harm, as East’s own spade holding will prevent
declarer from running the suit. It is most
improbable that South holds more than four cards
in spades and diamonds, and if he should hold, as is
www.ebu.co.uk
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Junior Initiatives
MINIBRIDGE
TOURNAMENT
A mix of 5th and 6th Year
children from two schools held a
Minibridge
Tournament
in
December. Ellison-Boulters and
Nettleham Junior Schools (top
two pictures) took the challenge
forming three tables, with the
latter emerging victorious. Valerie Sleaford,
Northant’s County Youth Liaison Officer, presented
trophies and certificates, donated by Stamford
Bridge Club as part of the Bridge into Schools
Project.

The initiative began with teacher Cathy Platt
from Ellison-Boulters School starting a popular
bridge club earlier in the year.

SURREY SCHOOLS CUP
The Surrey Schools Cup, which has been running
since 1969, took place at Roehampton Club on 1st
February. This was the second year at the excellent
venue which supported the event generously, both
in terms of cost and through members’ help.
Four new schools were welcomed this year:
Haberdashers’ Aske’s, Elstree; Ryde School, Isle of
Wight; Latymer, Edmonton; and George Abbot,
Guildford. Just under 90 students from 11 schools
arrived, braving the freezing temperatures, and
making a recent record turn-out. Given that the
overnight snow meant some schools had to drop out
on the day, this was a remarkable figure, up from 84
last year, which itself was 60% up on 2017.
Habs’ Boys have won the national Schools Cup most
years since 2010, so were a formidable new entrant.
But KCS Wimbledon beat them and Habs’ archrivals Westminster and St Paul’s Boys Senior, among
others, to win the main event.
Epsom College’s victory in the Surrey Schools
Salver brings a new name to the Honours Board,
with their team including a pair who only last year
were competing in the MiniBridge.
The Surrey Schools Cup is the flagship event for
youngsters in the county and it is heartening that it
now extends well beyond the county limits.
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Junior Initiatives
OXFORD JUNIOR BRIDGE CLUB
The fourth Oxford Junior Bridge Club
Competition was held at Oxford Bridge Club
in early February. Some 44 children, aged 8 –
16 years, descended upon the elegantly
refurbished premises, generating laughter and
good will. The juniors came from near and far
for this annual event. Scorer Liza Furnival and
TDs, Mike Fletcher and Peter Sherry, managed
to run three sections and keep boards and
children moving. The four tables of mini-bridge
players were high in enthusiasm and, in some
cases, low on experience. Winners Oliva
Zamora & Isabella Bravo, had only been
playing bridge for a week. Second place went to
Emily McAndrew & Martha Ward.
Novice bidding winners, Lawrence Crean &
Thomas Rice achieved a staggering 80.56%
more than 16% above the second pair, Daniel Bruce
& Grace Harrison. James Cater & Theo Sinclair just
pipped Zane Soonawalla & Freddie Beneat to top
position in the Advanced Bidding section scoring
70.83% and 69.17% respectively. Congratulations
to them all.
Holly Kilpatrick, who organised the event,
presented the prizes and thanked the Chairman and
Trustees of Oxford Bridge Club, who had kindly
provided their beautiful refurbished premises free
of charge (below).
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